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ABSTRACT

Newly emerging computer networks, such as high speed networks and data center networks, have characteristics of high bandwidth and high burstiness which make it difficult to address issues such as fairness, queuing latency and link utilization. In this study, we first conduct extensive experimental evaluation of the performance of 10Gbps high speed networks. We found inter-protocol unfairness and larger queuing latency are two outstanding issues in high speed networks and data center networks.

There have been several proposals to address fairness and latency issues at switch level via queuing schemes. These queuing schemes have been fairly successful in addressing either fairness issue or large latency but not both at the same time. We propose a new queuing scheme called Approximated-Fair and Controlled-Delay (AFCD) queuing scheme that meets following goals for high speed networks: approximated fairness, controlled low queuing delay, high link utilization and simple implementation. The design of AFCD utilizes a novel synergistic approach by forming an alliance between approximated fair queuing and controlled delay queuing. AFCD maintains very small amount of state information in sending rate estimation of flows and makes drop decision based on a target delay of individual flow.

We then present FaLL, a Fair and Low Latency queuing scheme that meets stringent performance requirements of data center networks: fair share of bandwidth, low queuing latency, high throughput, and ease of deployment. FaLL uses an efficiency module, a fairness module and a target delay based dropping scheme to meet these goals. Through rigorous experiments on real testbed, we show that FaLL outperforms various peer solutions in variety of network conditions over data center networks.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In this section, we introduce the background of this work: high speed networks and data center networks.

1.1.1 High Speed Networks

Advances in high speed networking technology coincide with the need for network infrastructure development to support scientific computing, distant learning, e-commerce, health, and many other unforeseen future applications. Consequently, 10Gbps high speed networks, such as Internet2 [36], NRL (National LambdaRail) [51], and LONI (Louisiana Optical Network Initiative) [48], have been the first ones that were developed to connect a wide range of academic institutes. Figure 1.1 shows a 10Gbps network infrastructure encompassing the campus network of LSU (Louisiana State University) and MAX (Mid-Atlantic Crossroads). Network operators use Internet2 network stitching [27] to federate all campus networks together, and core routers are responsible for connection across various facilities located in-campus. The 10Gbps high speed network enables resource sharing among different departments at different institutes. As gigabit connectivities are easily available for gigabit-based PCs, servers, data center storage and high performance computing, gigabit networking technology is preferred by many organizations. Therefore, various organizations are increasingly migrating to gigabit links in order to grow their networks to support new applications and traffic types. It is true that the availability of multi-gigabit switches/routers provides the opportunity to build high-performance, high-reliability networks but only if correct design approaches are followed at both hardware and software level.
FIGURE 1.1. 10Gbps high speed campus networks connected by Internet2 for large scale scientific computing, distance learning, etc.

To meet the demand of high speed networks, several TCP variants have been proposed. Extensive performance evaluations of these protocols convinced network users to adopt several of these seemingly promising proposals. Furthermore, open sourcing of these protocols makes it flexible for user to select the choice of their protocols. Therefore, current computer networks are ruled by heterogeneous TCP variants\[77\] such as TCP-SACK, HighSpeed TCP (HSTCP) \[22\], CUBIC TCP (CUBIC) \[31\], etc. TCP flows are dominant in Internet2 traffic \[37\] accounting for around 85% flows while rest being UDP flows with most of the network usages being long-lived bulk data transfer. One of the key design goals of the proposed TCP variants is fair bandwidth sharing with other competing TCP flows. However, our study \[76\] discloses severe inter-protocol unfairness among heterogeneous long-lived TCP flows in high speed networks where faster TCP flows consume most of the network bandwidth, whereas slow ones starve.

Packet delay is an equally key high speed network performance measure with others being throughput and fairness. Although high speed networks do not have Bufferbloat
problem[28], queuing delay in high speed networks needs careful consideration. For example, in a typical setting of a 10Gbps router [15] in high speed networks, the output buffer size of routers could be up to 89MB, which may create large queuing delay in high speed networks. The large queuing delay may create bad user experience in live concert [35], video streaming, etc, over high speed networks like Internet2. Also, popular applications such as Online shopping, Voice over IP, HDTV, banking, and gaming, require not only high throughput but also low delay. In fact, importance of packet delay is growing with the emergence of a new class of high performance computing applications such as algorithmic trading and various data center applications with soft real time deadlines that demand extremely low end-to-end latency (ranging from microsecond to orders of milliseconds). It is clear that the large latency may result in poor performance of the networks. Therefore, predictable and controllable queuing delay is highly desired in contemporary high speed networks.

Performance of heterogeneous TCP flows depends on router parameters [66], but high bandwidth, high latency, and bursty nature of high speed networks make it a challenging task to design queue management (QM) schemes that ensure minimal latency while maintaining fair share of bandwidth among heterogeneous flows. There have been considerable efforts to address these challenges through various QM proposals [61, 63, 52, 50]. The QM scheme in [61] uses stateful information of the flows to classify the incoming packets, and puts the classified packets into different queues which is not suitable for large scale networks. The QM scheme in [63] is stateless in core layer, but it needs stateful information in edge layer. In [52], the authors proposed a stateless active queue management (AQM) solution, and it achieves approximate fairness for heterogeneous flows. Although the fairness problem has been addressed in these QM schemes, controllable and predictable queuing delay has been overlooked. Recently proposed controlled delay (CoDel) AQM scheme [50] focuses on providing
extremely low queuing delay, and CoDel works well in a wide range of scenarios. While CoDel provides extremely low queuing delay, fairness issue is at bay. Only very recently that there is an attempt to bring fair queuing into CoDel and a variation of CoDel has been implemented in Linux kernel [19] that provides fairness by classifying different flows into different CoDel queues. However, the history of research on classification based QM suggests that any approach requiring huge amount of state information is not practical for large scale networks.

1.1.2 Data Center Networks

Data centers are growing in capacity to host diverse Internet-scale web applications such as social networking, web search, video streaming, advertisement, and so on. Large IT enterprises such as Google, Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft build their own data center networks to provide large scale online services. As more of society is relying on the growing use of pervasive devices creating new demand for storage and computing facilities, businesses are increasingly moving to wholesale data center model to take advantage of economy of scale [6]. Therefore, data center networks are becoming the cornerstone of always evolving web applications. Web technology trends suggest that low latency, fair share of bandwidth among applications, and high throughput are the major performance requirements that data center networks are expected to meet.

In fact, low latency is becoming a stringent performance requirement for data center networks because of real-time nature of many applications that have become popular, whose performance is critical to service revenue industry. For example, in algorithmic high frequency trading where market data must arrive with minimal latency (of the order of microseconds), financial service providers rely on high speed networks that must provide low latency to carry these computational transactions [67]. Likewise, in retail web services, single page request may require calling more than 100 services
and because these services can be interdependent, low latency is a critical factor for user experience [18]. Many data center applications require task completion within their deadlines. Missing the deadlines may create bad user experience or even failure of the job resulting into lost revenue [17].

Fair bandwidth sharing is another critical performance metric for data center networks. Network traffic from diverse applications are multiplexed at network switches in data center networks. These network traffic may come from different data center tenants[42]. Enforcing fair share of bandwidth among these non-cooperating applications is considered to be an issue [59] that data center networks must address. Also, multi-rooted tree (Figure 1.2), a natural topology of data center is exposed to severe flow unfairness known as TCP outcast [57]. When a large set of flows and a small set of flows come in at two input ports of a switch and come out at one common output port, the small set of flows suffer from throughput starvation significantly. TCP outcast mainly occurs at drop-tail queues with a smaller TCP minimum retransmission timeout, which is a common case in commodity data center networks.

Modern data center networks are complex network systems that contain hundreds to thousands of servers making it challenging to address above issues. DCTCP[2], an ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) based server side congestion control mechanism has been successful to solve TCP incast, queue buildup, and buffer pressure in data center networks. Although DCTCP has been publicly available as a kernel patch for Linux 2.6.38.3, regular TCP variants are still default options in widely used open sourcing operating systems. To utilize the infrastructure of data center networks, network operators and users may have their own choice of transport protocols on servers. For example, there are heterogeneous regular TCP variants running in the Internet [77]. We argue that queuing mechanism at layer-2 switch is the key to improvement in fairness and latency while achieving high throughput. Figure 1.2 shows a data center
FIGURE 1.2. A data center network showing aggregation and top of rack (TOR) switches network with switches connected to each other and to servers. Our study is based on the observation that in data center networks, aggregate queuing delays caused by layer-2 switches are a major contributor to in-network latencies [68, 2]. Although a data center usually resides in a single building with very low propagation delay, the high bandwidth and high burstiness still create high queuing delay resulting into high latency in traditional switches [2, 3]. Moreover, since non-cooperating applications and multi-tenants coexist in data center networks, fairness issue is better to be tackled at switch level through queuing scheme [66, 75].

1.2 Summary of Contribution

The main contributions of this study fall into following three parts:

1. Through extensive experimental evaluation of 10Gbps high speed networks, we present for the first time the interplay of queue management schemes, high speed TCP variants, and variety of buffer sizes over a 10Gbps high speed networking environment. We found it difficult to address issues such as fairness, low queuing delay and high link utilization. Current high speed networks carry heterogeneous TCP flows which makes it even more challenging to address these issues. We identify two critical issues high speed networks and data center networks now facing: inter-protocol unfairness and large queuing latency.
2. We propose a new queuing scheme called Approximated-Fair and Controlled-Delay (AFCD) queuing for high speed networks that aims to meet following design goals: approximated fairness, controlled low queuing delay, high link utilization and simple implementation. The design of AFCD utilizes a novel synergistic approach by forming an alliance between approximated fair queuing and controlled delay queuing. It uses very small amount of state information in sending rate estimation of flows and makes drop decision based on a target delay of individual flow. Through experimental evaluation in a 10Gbps high speed networking environment, we show AFCD meets our design goals.

3. We present FaLL, a Fair and Low Latency queuing scheme for data center networks that meets following performance requirements: fair share of bandwidth, low queuing latency, high throughput, and ease of deployment. FaLL uses an efficiency module, a fairness module and a target delay based dropping scheme to meet these goals. FaLL requires very small amount of state information. Through rigorous experiments on real testbed, we show that FaLL outperforms various peer solutions in variety of network conditions over data center networks.

1.3 Outline of Dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is organized as following parts:

Chapter 2 is the performance evaluation of 10Gbps high speed networks. We first setup a real high speed networking testbed. We then present the experimental evaluation of the interrelationship among queue management schemes, high speed TCP variants, and various buffer sizes. Fairness issue and latency issue are found to be the most outstanding issues over 10Gbps high speed networks.

In Chapter 3, we propose the AFCD (Approximated-Fair and Controlled-Delay) queuing for high speed networks. AFCD addresses the fairness issue and the latency
issue at the same time. We explain the detailed design and algorithm of AFCD. Then
we conduct experimental evaluation of AFCD in a high speed networking environ-
ment.

We present the FaLL (Fair and Low Latency) queuing scheme for data center
networks in Chapter 4. FaLL enforces fair share of bandwidth and low queuing latency
with minimum state informations. We present the design, algorithm, and experimental
evaluation of FaLL.

We draw our conclusion in Chapter 5.
CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF 10GBPS HIGH SPEED NETWORKS

We first conduct experimental evaluation the performance of 10Gbps high speed networks in this chapter. Performance results are presented for important metrics of interest such as link utilization, intro-protocol fairness, inter-protocol fairness, RTT fairness, queueing delay and computational complexity. The results of evaluation suggest two outstanding issues in contemporary networks: fairness and latency.

2.1 An Experimental Study of the Impact of Queue Management Schemes and TCP Variants on 10Gbps High Speed Networks

In this section, we conduct a comprehensive experimental study of the impact of queue management schemes and TCP variants on the performance of 10Gbps high speed networks.

2.1.1 Overview

Over the years, the Drop-tail queue mechanism has been under scrutiny and is found to be unsuitable choice to address issues such as transmission control protocols (TCP) global synchronization, underutilization of link bandwidth, high packet drop rate, high transmission delay, and high queuing delay. To address these issues, Random Early Detection (RED) [24] was proposed as an active queue management (AQM) solution in 1993. Thereafter, several AQMs, such as CHOKe(CHOose and Keep for responsive flows, CHOose and Kill for unresponsive flows) [53], SFB(Stochastic Fair Blue) [21] etc., have been proposed. Inspite of so many AQM proposals, there has been a significant lack of comparative performance evaluation studies on real production
networks to permit any conclusion on the merits of these QM schemes. There are two major consequences for the lack of comparative studies. Firstly, although these AQMs are theoretically superior to Drop-tail, these AQMs are still scarce in production networks; secondly, there is not much support from the testing to the development of future QM schemes. To address the challenges in design and development of QM schemes in future networks, our focus is to compare the performance of competing QM proposals in a systematic and repeatable manner in a 10Gbps high speed network environment.

Simulation and experiment are two main methods to perform such studies. Most of the evaluation research works on AQM schemes rely on simulation models, such as Network Simulator 2 (ns-2) or OPNET modeler. However, a linear increase in bandwidth demands for an exponential increase in CPU-time and memory usage for these discrete simulation methods [46] which makes it very difficult to finish the simulation of high speed links in a reasonable time. Besides, to address issues in design and real network deployment of QM schemes demands a real experimental network environment [25].

Since the cost could be expensive for large businesses or ISP networks to deploy the AQM schemes in the Internet, recent network research [49] tries to check if it is beneficial to deploy the AQM schemes in the core routers. The existing research focuses on the nature of the AQM scheme itself, but overlooks the effect of the AQM scheme on transport layer congestion control. Often, the core of the network is a playground for transport protocols and therefore, it is difficult for a network service provider to address issues related to performance of their network. Due to the feedback nature of AQM schemes, TCPs will behave differently according to its own congestion control algorithm. Especially in production networks (or data centers), the pairing of a TCP variant and an appropriate QM scheme to compliment that TCP is highly
desirable. In other words, it is highly desirable to know the impact of QM schemes on transport protocols. Therefore, in this study, the performance metrics for QM schemes are chosen to be very TCP specific. We also consider the metrics such as memory usage and CPU requirement which we find in a direct correlation with ease of deployment and operational costs.

We choose the popular QM schemes for evaluation, including Drop-tail, RED, CHOKe, and SFB. Among high speed TCP variants, we select CUBIC (CUBIC TCP) [31], HSTCP (HighSpeed TCP) [22], RENO (TCP-Reno), and VEGAS (TCP-Vegas) [10]. It was noted that CUBIC, HSTCP and RENO account for 2/3 of all TCP variants used on the Internet [77]. VEGAS represents the delay-based TCP, and is the only delay-based TCP supported in the current Linux kernel. We present the results in terms of link utilization, intro-protocol fairness, RTT fairness, delay, and computational complexity.

2.1.2 Related Works

To evaluate performance of TCP variants, the authors in [29] and [30] evaluated high speed TCP protocols in a realistic high speed networking environment. The high speed TCP protocols were evaluated against itself in terms of several TCP performance metrics. However, when evaluating all TCP protocols, the authors did not consider the impact of queue management schemes in the router.

In [8], the authors presented a framework to evaluate AQM schemes. Five metrics were chosen to characterize overall network performance of AQM schemes. The authors suggested simulation environments and scenarios, including ns-2 interfaces, traffic models and network topologies. As a continuing work [9], the authors gave simulation based evaluation and comparison of a subset of AQM schemes. Their framework was based on ns-2 simulation which is different than a real-world experiment, especially the 10Gbps high speed networks.
The authors in [14] evaluated new proposed AQM schemes with some specific network scenarios. They proposed a common testbed for the evaluation of AQM schemes which includes a specification of the network topology, link bandwidths and delays, traffic patterns, and metrics for the performance evaluation. Also, the authors realized that AQM schemes need to cooperate closely with TCP. However, they evaluated AQM schemes over regular Internet speed but not 10Gbps speed, and only presented the results of TCP-RENO in their evaluation.

Moreover, the authors in [40] considered router buffer sizing in evaluation of high speed TCP protocol. They conducted an experimental evaluation of CUBIC TCP in small router buffers (e.g. a few tens of packets). Their work highlighted the need for a thorough investigation on the performance of high speed TCP variants with small router buffers for newly emerging high speed networks.

In a recent work [47], the authors found the tradeoff between throughput and fairness in high speed networks. The network performance was evaluated by a model based simulation method, which shows some bottlenecks in evaluating high speed networks. In [74], the authors evaluated the impact of queue management schemes on the performance of TCP over 10Gbps high speed networks. However, the detailed setup of a 10Gbps environment was not unveiled. And some of the research results were not presented such as TCP-VEGAS result, intro-protocol fairness result, memory consumption, etc. In [76], fairness was evaluated thoroughly among heterogeneous high speed TCP variants by using different queue management schemes with varying degrees of buffer sizes, but other metrics have not been fully evaluated yet. The authors in [75] evaluated extensively both fairness and latency of AQM schemes over 10Gbps high speed networks. They proposed a new AQM schemes which works well in terms of fairness and latency over 10Gbps high speed networks.
In this work, we consider the most important metrics which need to be evaluated for the interrelationship between TCP variants and queue management schemes. Performance metrics have been defined in [23] previously. The authors discussed the metrics to be considered to evaluate congestion control mechanisms for the Internet. They brought 11 metrics in total, which could be used for evaluating new or modified transport layer protocols.

2.1.3 Network Performance Consideration

Previous experimental studies treated evaluation of TCP, evaluation of AQMs and effect of router parameters running a particular AQM on TCP separately. Also, these studies do not include 10Gbps bandwidth consideration. In this study, we propose a complementary approach of combining TCP, router parameters and a high speed network of order of 10Gbps.

The following equation summarizes the dynamics of the TCP congestion window $W(t)$ at time $t$:

$$W(t) = W_{\text{max}} \beta + \alpha \frac{t}{RTT}$$

(2.1)

$W_{\text{max}}$ is the congestion window size just before the last window reduction, RTT is the round trip delay of this flow, and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are increase and decrease parameters respectively.

$W_{\text{max}}$ depends on router parameters, such as a penalty signal $P$ of queue management schemes, router buffer size $Q$, and the bottleneck capacity $C$:

$$W_{\text{max}} \leftarrow \frac{QC}{P}$$

(2.2)

From the equation above, it is clear that the performance of a network depends on the combination of TCP variants, queue management schemes and router buffer sizes. Our argument is consistent with [64], which concluded that the TCP sending rate depends on both the congestion control algorithms and the queue management
schemes in the links. A real network measurement on high speed networks shows that
burstiness increases with bandwidth because packets degenerate into extremely bursty
out flows with data rates going beyond the available bandwidth for short periods of
time [26]. It is clear that such surges can easily generate severe penalty signals and
further degrade the overall network performance.

The penalty signals for different queue management schemes are also different.
When the router buffer is full, A Drop-tail queue drops all the packets. A RED queue
drops packets early and randomly according to the queue length. CHOKe extends
RED to compare random packets and drops packets for fast flows. SFB uses a bloom-
filter to determine fast flows and drops packets from fast flows. Buffer size at the
routers also impacts network performance. Router buffers cause queuing delay and
delay-variance. And in the case of underflow, throughput degradation is observed.
Appropriate sizing of buffers has been considered a difficult task for router or switch
manufacturers.

Given the importance of router parameters, different high speed TCP variants will
differ in performance for the same router parameters. We elaborate on this point
by considering the impact of penalty signals on congestion window TCP variants in
consideration as below:

1) Traditional TCP’s AIMD algorithm has the increase parameter $\alpha$ and decrease
parameter $\beta$ to be 1 and 0.5 respectively.

2) HSTCP’s increase parameter $\alpha$ and decrease parameter $\beta$ are functions of the
current window size, namely $\alpha(W)$ and $\beta(W)$. The range of $\alpha(W)$ could be from 1
to 73 packets, and $\beta(W)$ from 0.5 to 0.09.

3) CUBIC updates the congestion window according to a cubic function as shown
below:

$$W_{CUBIC} \leftarrow C \left( t - \sqrt[3]{W_{max}} \beta / C \right)^3 + W_{max}$$

(2.3)
where $C$ is a scaling factor, $t$ is the elapsed time since the last window reduction, $W_{\text{max}}$ is the window size just before the last window reduction, and $\beta$ is the decrease parameter.

4) VEGAS is a delay-based TCP variant. It has 2 thresholds, $\alpha$ and $\beta$, to control the amount of extra data, i.e $T_{\text{extra}} = T_{\text{expected}} - T_{\text{actual}}$, where $T_{\text{expected}}$ is an estimation of expected throughput calculated by $T_{\text{expected}} = \frac{\text{windowsize}}{\text{smallestmeasuredRTT}}$. Window size of VEGAS is updated as follows:

   - If $T_{\text{expected}} < \alpha$, window size increased by 1.
   - If $\alpha < T_{\text{expected}} < \beta$, no change in window size.
   - If $T_{\text{expected}} > \beta$, window size decreased by 1.

A detailed understanding of the many facts of network parameters is critical for evaluating the performance of networking protocols, for assessing the effectiveness of proposed protocols, and for developing the next generation high speed networks. In this work, we narrow down our focus to three key components that affect the performance of 10Gbps networks: TCP variants, queue management schemes, and router buffer size.

2.1.4 Experimental Preparation

1. CRON Setup

CRON [16] is an emulation-based 10Gbps high speed testbed, which is a cyberinfrastructure of reconfigurable optical networking environment that provides multiple networking testbeds operating up to 10Gbps bandwidth. As shown in Figure 2.1, CRON provides users with automatic configuration of arbitrary network topologies with 10Gbps bandwidth. Also, CRON can be federated with other 10Gbps high speed networks, such as Internet2, NLR, and LONI. Details of demonstrations of how to use the CRON testbed could be found here [1].
FIGURE 2.1. CRON system architecture consisting of routers, delay links, and high-end workstation operating up to 10Gbps bandwidth

As dumbbell topology is a widely accepted network topology, we create a dumbbell topology as shown in Figure 2.2 in CRON. In the topology, all nodes are Sun Firex4240 servers which have two quad core 2.7-GHz AMD Opteron 2384 processors, 8 GB/s bus, 8GB RAM and 10GE network interface cards. From a software perspective, two pairs of senders and receivers run a modified version of Linux 2.6.34 kernel, which supports TCP variants of CUBIC, HSTCP, RENO, and VEGAS. The routers run a modified version of Linux-2.6.39.3 kernel, which supports queuing disciplines of Drop-tail, RED, CHOKe, and SFB. The delay node runs a modified version of FreeBSD 8.1, which supports a 10Gbps version of Dummynet[11] with 10Gbps bandwidth and enlarged queue size.

We set the RTT on the delay node to 120ms. All the links have a 10Gbps capacity, and the bottleneck link is the one between Router1 and Router2. We set the queue disciplines at the output queue of Router1, where the congestion happens.

By default, we send 10 flows from Sender1 to Receiver1 and 10 flows from Sender2 to Receiver2. We choose the number of flows to be 10 according to recent statistics of network flows of Internet2 [37], which suggested that the number of long-lived TCP flows are always several tens of flows in 10Gbps high speed networks such as Internet2.
The duration of each emulation test is 20 minutes, and all tests run for 7 to 10 times. We get the final result based on the average value.

2. System Tuning for 10Gbps

To get a systematic and repeatable 10Gbps network environment, we perform system tuning and software patching in the CRON testbed. Firstly, on the senders and receivers with Linux kernel 2.6.34, we enlarge the default TCP buffer size for high speed TCP transmit. According to [78], we implement the zerocopy Iperf to avoid the overhead of data copy from user-space to kernel space, and we enable packets large receive offload (LRO) and TCP segment offload on the NICs. We also set MTU to 9000 Bytes [72].

Secondly, on the routers with Linux kernel 2.6.39.3, the Linux default queuing discipline controller, traffic control (tc), does not support control for CHOKe and SFB in user-space. So we patch tc(8) to support CHOKe and SFB. In kernel-space, we find that for RED, the scaled parameter of maximum queue threshold only supports 24 bit value which means up to only 16MB. So we change it to a 56 bit value to support a higher maximum queue threshold. In addition, we use standard skbbuf to forward packets and disable LRO on the router NICs.

Thirdly, on the delay node which runs FreeBSD 8.1, we optimize memory utilization by creating a continuous memory space for received packets to overcome the drawback of the memory fragmentation of Mbuf allocation in FreeBSD. In Dummynet, we
change the type of bandwidth from \textit{int} to \textit{long} so that its bandwidth capacity gets an improvement from 2Gbps to 10Gbps. We also increase the value of the Dummynet hardware interruption storm threshold.

3. Queue Parameter Setup

Queue management schemes in consideration along with its parameters are shown in Table 2.1.

In [4], the authors suggest that a link needs only a buffer of size $O\left(\frac{C}{\sqrt{N}}\right)$, where $C$ is the capacity of the link, and $N$ is the number of flows sharing the link. In addition, we vary the router buffer size to examine all the combinations of TCP variants and queue management schemes. In [20], the authors suggest that buffers can be reduced even further to 20-50 packets. Given the significance of their role, we vary the buffer size as 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, and 100% of BDP to find out the impact of the router buffer sizing on AQM schemes in 10Gbps high speed networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Parameter Setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drop-tail</td>
<td>queue length \textit{limit}: from 1% to 100% BDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>queue length \textit{limit}: from 1% to 100% BDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minimum threshold $qth_{\text{m}}$: $0.1 \times \text{limit}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maximum threshold $qth_{\text{m}}$: $0.9 \times \text{limit}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average packet size $\text{avpkt}$: 9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maximum probability $max_P$: 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOKe</td>
<td>queue length \textit{limit}: from 1% to 100% BDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minimum threshold $qth_{\text{m}}$: $0.1 \times \text{limit}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maximum threshold $qth_{\text{m}}$: $0.9 \times \text{limit}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFB</td>
<td>queue length \textit{limit}: from 1% to 100% BDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>increment of dropping probability $\text{increment}$: 0.00050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>decrement of dropping probability $\text{decrement}$: 0.00005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bloom filter uses two 8 x 16 bins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>target per-flow queue size $\text{target}$: $\frac{1.5}{N}$ of total buffer size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$N$: number of flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maximum packets queued $max$: $1.2 \times \text{target}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Performance Metrics

(1) Link Utilization. Link utilization is the percentage of total bottleneck capacity utilized during an experiment run.

(2) Intra-protocol Fairness. Intra-protocol fairness represents the fairness among all TCP flows. Long term flow throughput is used for computing fairness according to Jain’s fairness index [39].

(3) RTT fairness. RTT fairness is the fairness among TCP flows with different RTTs. Longer RTT TCP flows suffer from lower throughput and shorter RTT flows get more throughput.

(4) Delay. Delay is the average end-to-end delay experienced by the flows, also known as Round-trip delay (RTT) of packets across the bottleneck paths. It includes the queuing delay created by the queue at router.

(5) Computational Complexity. Computational complexity is the algorithm space and time complexity of the queue management schemes, which is the memory consumption and CPU usage on the servers in our experiments.

2.1.5 Results of Experimental Evaluation

1. Link Utilization

We vary queue buffer size to observe the link utilization. Figure 2.3(a), Figure 2.3(b), Figure 2.3(c), and Figure 2.3(d) show link utilization for queue management schemes as a function of buffer size for CUBIC, HSTCP, RENO with SACK, and VEGAS respectively. With only 1% BDP buffer size on the bottleneck link; almost all of the queue management schemes for all TCP variants show more than 85% link utilization, which is close to the previous sizing router buffer researches [4], [45]. And if the buffer size reaches 10% of BDP, almost all the queue management schemes under all TCPs will get more than 90% link utilization except for TCP-VEGAS.
FIGURE 2.3. Link Utilization as a function of buffer size in each TCP variant

Figure 2.3(a) is for link utilization of queue management schemes for CUBIC, when the buffer size is very small to 1% BDP, Drop-tail performs worst, while SFB gets highest link utilization among others. If the buffer size increases up to 100% BDP, CHOKe and SFB get higher link utilization. In Figure 2.3(b), link utilization of queue management schemes is for HSTCP, and SFB almost always outperforms other queuing schemes, while RED almost always gets lowest link utilization than others. Figure 2.3(c) shows the link utilization of queue management schemes for RENO with SACK, Drop-tail performs best in this case, SFB is still better than the other two, while RED almost always gets the lowest link utilization.

In Figure 2.3(d), VEGAS shows different link utilization behaviors because of its delay-based nature, which depends on the queue size. In general, when the buffer size
becomes larger, all queue management schemes get higher link utilization. In the case of less than 10% BDP, Drop-tail almost always gets the highest link utilization. In the case of more than 10% BDP, AQM schemes almost always get higher link utilization. The reason is when the queue size becomes larger, AQM schemes do not have early drops because VEGAS controls the queue size in a limited range, and therefore, link utilization of the AQM scheme improves.

2. Intra-protocol Fairness

Intra-protocol fairness is the fairness among TCP flows with the same kind of TCP. In our evaluation, Jain’s fairness index is calculated for intra-protocol fairness among 20 flows with same TCP variant and same RTT of 120ms.

Figure 2.4 shows the intra-protocol fairness for these 20 flows. In general, CUBIC shows the highest fairness index, which has a fairness index in the range of 0.97 to 1. HSTCP seconds with a fairness index in the range of 0.94 to 0.99. RENO is third, which has a fairness index higher than 0.89. VEGAS is last with a fairness index higher than 0.8.

Figure 2.4(a) shows the case for CUBIC, RED and CHOKe have a very high intro-protocol fairness around 0.99 fairness index. SFB generally shows lower intro-protocol fairness than other queue management schemes. According to our observation, although SFB has bucket drops to limit the fast flows, SFB always has more tail drops than other queue management schemes in high speed networks because of its more complex queuing mechanism. That is the reason SFB can not perform as fairly as other AQM schemes.

Figure 2.4(b) is the result for HSTCP, which is similar to the case of CUBIC. RED and CHOKe still show higher intro-protocol fairness, while Drop-tail and SFB show lower intro-protocol fairness.
FIGURE 2.4. Fairness among 20 flows as a function of buffer size in each TCP variant (RTT = 120ms)

In the case of RENO, Figure 2.4(c) shows that RED always gets the highest intro-protocol fairness. Drop-tail is second, and CHOKe is the third. The slow instinct of RENO makes AQM schemes have a similar performance to Drop-tail in terms of fairness. Whenever RENO flows have early drops from AQM schemes, it takes some time for the flows to recover, which in consequence degrades the fairness of AQM schemes. SFB still almost always shows the lowest intro-protocol fairness because of having more tail drops than others.

Figure 2.4(d) shows the case for VEGAS. Since VEGAS is a delay-based TCP variant, it keeps the queue size as small as possible. AQM schemes all get better fairness than Drop-tail. Drop-tail makes relatively large changes on the queue size, and therefore it performs relatively unfair.
3. RTT Fairness

We measure RTT fairness by Jain’s fairness index for 20 competing flows of the same TCP variant but different RTTs. In these 20 flows, 10 of them have a fixed RTT, while the other 10 flows have a different RTT. The RTT of 10 flows from Sender1 is fixed at 120ms, while the RTT of the other 10 from Sender2 is changed as 30ms, 60ms, 120ms, and 240ms respectively. We set the bottleneck buffer to 10% BDP because link utilization of the bottleneck link shows good performance with buffer size 10% BDP in general. Also, in this case queuing delay can be neglected.

Figure 2.5(a) shows CUBIC RTT fairness for four queue management schemes. In our measurement, CUBIC shows very good behavior of RTT fairness. Even under 240ms RTT, every queue management scheme shows more than 90% of RTT fairness.
SFB performs better than others; while RED gets least fairness. Figure 2.5(b) and 2.5(c) show HSTCP’s and RENO’s RTT fairness cases. HSTCP’s RTT fairness is better than RENO’s for all queue management schemes, and both HSTCP’s RTT fairness and RENO’s RTT fairness are quite lower than CUBIC’s. We can still see SFB shows the best for all the TCP variants under different RTT scenarios, and when one RTT increases to 240ms, we get a low RTT fairness in both cases. Figure 2.5(d) shows VEGAS’s RTT fairness. Every queuing scheme gets around 0.8 to 0.9 fairness index except that of Drop-tail which gets a low RTT fairness in the case of 240ms RTT.

4. Queuing Delay

We observe performance in delay by varying buffer size. Since this measurement is based on round trip propagation delay of 120ms, the average RTT will be 120 + [0, max_queuing_delay]. Figure 2.6(a) shows CUBIC result, Drop-tail always has more queuing delays than others. SFB is the second with more queuing delay than RED and CHOKe. Figure 2.6(b) shows result for HSTCP, we can still see Drop-tail and SFB show more queuing delay than the others, and SFB shows an oscillation, and exhibits queue delays more than double the amount of propagation delays. Figure 2.6(c) is for RENO, Drop-tail and SFB queuing delays grow faster than the others. RED and CHOKe show nearly the same behavior and both grow more smoothly with the increase in buffer size as compared to Drop-tail and SFB.

Figure 2.6(d) shows results for VEGAS. For all queue management schemes, VEGAS almost does not create any queuing delay. In all cases, the average RTTs for VEGAS are only 120ms, which is the propagation delay we set. This is because VEGAS itself maintains the queue in a very small size, such as several packets. The results confirm that delay-based TCP variant maintains a stable and small queue size in 10Gbps high speed networks.
5. Computational Complexity

Figure 2.7 shows the average memory consumption in a function of buffer size on the bottleneck router. We can see that for CUBIC, HSTCP and RENO, the general trend is that when the buffer size increases, the memory consumption increases. When the buffer size is 100% BDP, the memory consumption reaches more than 500MB. Drop-tail generally needs more memory than other AQM schemes. Figure 2.7(d) shows that VEGAS almost does not create any additional memory for queuing mechanisms, because it maintains a very small size queue.

The results of CPU usage reveal less than 10% of total CPU usage of all CPU cores in all of our experiments, and therefore we do not list the detailed CPU usage result here.
2.1.6 Summary

We present the experimental study of the interplay of queue management schemes and high speed TCP variants over a 10Gbps high speed networking environment. TCP specific performance metrics such as link utilization, fairness, delay, and computational complexity are chosen to compare the impact of queuing schemes on the performance of TCP-RENO, CUBIC, HSTCP and VEGAS. Our test reveals that Drop-tail is most suited for TCP-RENO and observed to be worst for CUBIC and HSTCP. In our experiment scenario, we observe at least 10% BDP of buffer size is required for more than 90% link utilization. RED exhibits higher fairness as compared to other QMs for all the TCP variants. SFB is shown to be effective in RTT fairness improvement. TCP VEGAS shows very low queuing delay and memory consumption.
In summary, we observe differences in performance of queue management schemes for different TCP variants.

We hope that even a preliminary understanding of key factors, when combined with critical performance metrics, can provide a perspective that is easily understood and can serve as guidelines for network designers of 10Gbps high speed networks. Also, the results of the study address the current need for the research on the impact of queue management schemes on the performance of the high speed TCP variants. It is also desirable to observe the same impacts on a more realistic experimental environment by considering background traffic. For our future work, it is interesting to observe the impact of these queue management schemes in a wide range of different network topologies. In this study, although our focus has been on homogeneous TCP flows, we expect a different behavior in the case of heterogeneous TCP flows. The presented work supports further research work on the design and deployment issues of queue management schemes for high speed networks.

2.2 A Study of Fairness among Heterogeneous TCP Variants over 10Gbps High-speed Optical Networks

In this section, we conduct an experimental study of fairness among heterogeneous TCP variants over 10Gbps high-speed optical networks. We choose most popular TCP variants and present the fairness behavior of these heterogeneous TCP variants.

2.2.1 Overview

High-speed optical networks such as National Lambda Rail (NLR) [51], Internet2 [36], Louisiana Optical Networks Initiative (LONI) [48], etc., with their capacity to deliver a data transfer rate in excess of 10Gbps, have been developed to serve the demand of end users. Efficiency and fairness of these high-speed optical networks among its end users have been concerned among researchers. Traditional congestion control mechanism Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) has been outstanding
in fulfilling the requirements of efficiency and fairness, and has been a first choice for large networks. However, it is not scalable in high bandwidth and large delay networks. Therefore, researchers proposed several TCP variants, such as HighSpeed TCP (HSTCP) [22], Scalable TCP (STCP) [44], FAST TCP (FastTCP) [41], BIC TCP (BIC) [73], CUBIC TCP (CUBIC) [31], etc. Open sourcing of these protocols enables Linux/BSD users to choose their own transport layer protocols. Also, a recent study [77] on 5000 most popular web servers shows that AIMD, BIC/CUBIC, and HSTCP/CTCP are used by 16.85-25.58%, 44.5%, and 10.27-19% respectively among the web servers. Active use of these high-speed TCP variants by web servers suggests that our traditional homogeneous network is rapidly evolving into a heterogeneous one.

Because every TCP employs its own congestion control mechanism differently, it is hard to predict behavior of a network where these different TCP variants interact at a bottleneck link. Since these TCP variants are designed for high-speed networks, we believe they are all able to provide high throughput, and we confirm the high link utilization for heterogeneous TCP flows in Section 2.2.4. On the other hand, these TCP variants react differently to packet losses and use different mechanisms to quickly adapt to the available bandwidth. Fairness among heterogeneous TCP variants becomes hard problem, and mainly depends on router parameters such as queue management schemes and buffer size [65].

Most of TCP variants have been evaluated in fairness behavior against itself or traditional AIMD [29]. However, it is clear that future high-speed optical networks will be heterogeneous in nature, which means it will consist of flows of many different variants of TCP. Therefore, it is critical for us to evaluate fairness behavior among heterogeneous TCP flows in newly emerging high-speed optical networks.
To address the fairness behavior, it is important to understand the interaction of these TCP variants in a high-speed optical network environment. However, due to the high cost and limited availability of high-speed optical networks, it is hard for network researchers or operators to get privilege to evaluate network performance by investigating different network parameters, such as heterogeneous TCP variants, router parameters, etc. In this work, we evaluate fairness among heterogeneous TCP flows with various network parameters over a cyberinfrastructure of reconfigurable optical networking environment (CRON) [16], which is an emulation-based reconfigurable 10Gbps high-speed optical network testbed.

Moreover, this study presents fairness issues among heterogeneous TCP variants, which could exist in all-optical routers that are designed to have very limited buffer size. One of the challenges in deploying high-speed optical networks is to manage all-optical routers with very small buffer to cooperate with various TCP variants [12, 60, 70]. This study brings the fairness issues to the table and matches the needs of preliminary research of deploying all-optical routers in high-speed optical networks.

Our heterogeneous TCP flows consist of flows of TCP-SACK, HSTCP and CUBIC. It is to be noted that these three protocols have substantial presence in current Internet [77]. Experimental scenarios presented in this study have similar traffic characteristics as observed in high-speed optical networks such as Internet2 [37], where number of high speed flows (long-lived TCP flows, bulk data transfer, etc.) ranges from a few to a few tens of flows. Thus, we first show fairness behavior for single long-lived TCP flow case; then the case for many long-lived TCP flows; and finally the case with both long-lived TCP flows and short-lived TCP flows. We also show RTT fairness behavior with and without short-lived TCP flows.

Among router parameters, we choose queue management schemes such as Drop-tail, RED(Random Early Detection) [24], CHOKe(CHOose and Keep for responsive flows,
CHOose and Kill for unresponsive flows) [53], and AFD(Approximated Fair Dropping) [52]. RED, CHOKe, and AFD, as active queue management (AQM) schemes, have been studied for a long time to avoid network congestion and to improve fairness. Furthermore, fairness behavior is presented for buffer sizes ranging from 1% to 100% of Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP), where $BDP = C \times RTT$, $C$ is the data rate of the link and $RTT$ is the round trip time. Nowadays, researchers are looking to decrease router buffer size to a point where network performance can be optimized. In [4], authors suggested a link with $n$ flows requires no more than buffer size of $BDP/\sqrt{N}$ for long-lived or short-lived TCP flows. And authors in [20] argued that buffer size of 20 - 50 packets could be sufficient to serve the requirements. Thus, we examine various router buffer sizes in our experiments to see the impact of buffer sizing on fairness among heterogeneous high-speed TCP flows.

Our findings suggest that fairness becomes poor when there are heterogeneous TCP flows mixed at the bottleneck link. AQM schemes, such as RED, CHOKe, and AFD, can improve fairness to some extent when router buffer size is more than 10% of BDP. For buffer sizes less than 10% of BDP, AQM schemes lose their advantage on fairness. Furthermore, multiplexing of many long-lived flows and short-lived flows improve fairness. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one to present a comprehensive study on fairness behavior of heterogeneous TCP flows over a 10Gbps high-speed optical network testbed.

2.2.2 Related Works

In [64, 66], authors explored that bandwidth allocation among heterogeneous flows is coupled with router parameters, such as router queue management schemes, router buffer size, etc. Their solution for fairness is source-based, which means every source should change its algorithm. The authors conducted pairwise comparison only between FastTCP and TCP-Reno through regular network simulations. In [52], authors
proposed a queue management scheme called Approximate Fair Dropping (AFD) to achieve reasonable fair bandwidth allocation. Then, AFD was evaluated by mixing heterogeneous TCP flows in the bottleneck. In their work, they assumed that router’s buffer is sufficient. Although they considered different shadow buffer size \( b \), they overlooked the impact of router buffer sizing on fairness behavior. Effect of buffer sizing on fairness has been investigated in [71]. Authors studied the interrelationship among fairness, small buffer size, and desynchronization of long-lived TCP flows. Their analysis is based on the pair of TCP-Reno and Drop-tail, but not on the heterogeneous instinct of current high-speed optical networks. In [32], authors added RED into consideration, and evaluated the impact of loss synchronization and buffer sizing on fairness behavior. However, they only evaluated intra-protocol fairness for homogeneous TCP flows. Also, in [72], authors raised TCP performance issue of intra-protocol fairness for 10Gbps high-speed optical networks, but they did not consider the influence of router parameters. In [70], the authors investigated the bandwidth sharing issue when heterogeneous traffic multiplex at an optical router with very small buffers. The authors explored buffer allocation strategies to share bandwidth among heterogeneous flows in optical packet switched networks. Their study only focused on the interplay between traditional TCP and UDP under different buffer sizes. Authors in [74] presented experimental results of intra-protocol fairness with different router parameters, and considered evaluation of inter-protocol fairness for heterogeneous TCP flows as future work. As a continuous work, authors in [76] evaluated fairness among heterogeneous high-speed TCP variants, but the results of AFD queue and RTT fairness for heterogeneous TCP variants were not presented.

In this study, we evaluate the fairness behavior of heterogeneous TCP flows mixed in the bottleneck link. Different queue management schemes, as well as different router
buffer sizes, have been considered in our experiments. Moreover, this study has been done for the first time in a 10Gbps high-speed optical networking testbed.

### 2.2.3 Experimental Design

1. **Testbed Setup**

   As shown in Figure 2.8, we create a dumbbell topology in CRON. Multiple TCP sessions share a bottleneck link between two routers. Three separate senders, which run a modified version of Linux 2.6.34 kernel, are used to initiate TCP flows. The two routers run a modified version of Linux-2.6.39.3 kernel, which supports various Linux queuing disciplines. The delay node runs a modified version of FreeBSD 8.1, which supports 10Gbps version of Dummynet as a software network emulator. The bottleneck link is the link between Router1 and Router2. So the bottleneck queue is Router1’s output queue.

   All the presented results are averaged over five experiments and duration of each run is 20 minutes.

   All links in the testbed support 10Gbps data transfer. We perform system tuning for a 10Gbps network environment which includes kernel optimizations for Linux and FreeBSD, TCP parameters tuning, NIC driver optimizations, jumbo frame, patches for 10Gbps version of RED and CHOKe queuing disciplines both in Linux user-space and kernel-space, and patches for Dummynet with enlarged queue size and bandwidth.

---

**FIGURE 2.8. Experimental Topology**
both in FreeBSD user-space and kernel-space. We implement AFD queuing discipline in Linux kernel as well as \textit{tc} traffic control support for AFD.

2. Network Parameters

In our experiments, three senders send three different TCP variants, namely, TCP-SACK, CUBIC, and HSTCP. At output queue of Router1, we evaluate four kinds of Linux queuing disciplines, namely, Drop-tail, RED, CHOKe, and AFD. For parameters of RED and CHOKe, we set minimum queue size threshold to 20\% of buffer size, maximum queue size threshold to 90\% of buffer size, and drop probability to 0.02. For AFD, we set a shadow buffer to be 2000 slots and a sample interval of 500 packets. We vary the queue size at Router1’s output queue from 1\% to 100\% of BDP. On delay node, default RTT is set as 120ms to emulate the long propagation delay in high-speed optical networks. For RTT fairness as shown in Section 2.2.4, we fix the RTT of two links as 120ms, and vary the RTT of the other link from 30ms to 240ms.

3. Traffic Generation

In our experiments, long-lived TCP flows are generated by zero-copy Iperf [78], which avoids the overhead of data copy from user-space to kernel space. In case of experiments with short-lived TCP flows, we add a pair of sender and receiver, and generate short-lived TCP flows using Harpoon traffic generator [62]. Harpoon generates continuous short-lived TCP requests from the client to the server. The TCP client and server have inter-connection times generated from exponential distribution with mean 1 second, and have file sizes generated from Pareto distribution with \textit{alpha}=1.2 and \textit{shape}=1500. The chosen distributions and parameters are taken from Internet traffic characteristics [29].

4. Fairness Index

Fairness is calculated among heterogeneous TCP flows in terms of the long term throughput received by each flow as Jain’s fairness index [38]:

\[ f = \frac{b_{max}^{N-1} \cdot (1 + \alpha) \cdot \sum b_i}{b_{max}^{N-1} + (1 + \alpha) \cdot \sum b_i} \]
\[ f(x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_n) = \frac{\left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \right)^2}{n \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2} \]  

(2.4)

where \( f \) is Jain’s fairness index, \( x \) is the long term throughput of the flow, and \( n \) is the flow number.

### 2.2.4 Evaluation Results and Discussion

In this section, we start from a simple scenario of single long-lived TCP flow. Next, we evaluate more practical scenarios of multiple long-lived TCP flows, and multiple long-lived TCP flows with short-lived TCP flows. Then we present our findings in RTT fairness. Link utilization results are shown at the end.

#### 1. Fairness: A Case for Single Long-lived TCP Flow

We simultaneously send one TCP-SACK flow from Sender1 to Receiver1, one HSTCP flow from Sender2 to Receiver2, and one CUBIC flow from Sender3 to Receiver3. Figure 2.9 shows fairness index as a function of router buffer size for four different types of routers. The network behaves very unfairly as compared to previous studies focused on homogeneous TCP flows [29], [74]. To show the degree of decrease of fairness while transitioning from homogeneous network to heterogeneous one, fairness index is presented in Table 2.2 for these two cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Drop-tail</th>
<th>RED</th>
<th>CHOKe</th>
<th>AFD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUBIC</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSTCP</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-SACK</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneous TCP</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.884</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 2.9, when the queue size on Router1 is larger than 10% BDP, AFD, CHOKe and RED all show more fairness behavior than Drop-tail. AFD shows
FIGURE 2.9. Fairness for 1 TCP-SACK, 1 CUBIC, and 1 HSTCP flow (RTT = 120ms) much higher fairness index than other queue management schemes. CHOKe is the second, whereas RED is the third. Interestingly, when the queue size is less than 10% BDP, fairness behavior of AQM schemes degrades. CHOKe, RED and Drop-tail all show almost the same fairness, whereas AFD also has a performance degradation on fairness.

(1). Fairness problem for heterogeneous TCP flows

Based on our observation in Figure 2.9, firstly, we need to know why there is a fairness problem for heterogeneous TCP flows. We know that for loss based congestion control mechanism, the congestion window size $W(t)$ of a flow at time $t$ is:

$$W(t) = W_{\text{max}} \beta + \alpha \frac{t}{\text{RTT}}$$

where $W_{\text{max}}$ is the congestion window size just before the last window reduction, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are increase parameter and decrease parameter respectively.

Different TCP variants have different $\alpha$ and $\beta$. In our experiment, TCP-SACK has $\alpha$ to be 1 and $\beta$ to be 0.5. HSTCP uses table driven increase and decrease factors, that is $\alpha$ is 1 to 72 and $\beta$ is 0.5 to 0.9. CUBIC increases its congestion window based on a cubic function, which has a steadier growth. Among these three, CUBIC is the fastest in growth, HSTCP is the second, and TCP-SACK is the slowest. In
packet loss event, CUBIC and HSTCP get less congestion window degradation, while TCP-SACK gets more. Due to the large-bandwidth character of high-speed optical networks, the fairness problem for heterogeneous TCP variants becomes severer.

(2). Heterogeneous TCP flows over different queue management schemes

The second question is why different queue management schemes perform differently for fairness. The sending rate of a source not only depends on TCP variants in the sender but also depends on queue parameters in intermediate router. Router parameters may include loss probabilities, queue size, explicitly feedbacks, etc. Different queue management schemes create different congestion feedbacks to the senders.

Drop-tail drops packets for every flow when the queue is full. That causes a severe fairness problem as slow TCP variants (e.g. TCP-SACK) grow up slowly, and suffer from large loss penalty; while fast TCP variants (e.g. CUBIC and HSTCP) can always consume most of the bandwidth. RED alleviates the fairness problem by monitoring the average queue size and using randomization to choose flows to notify of congestion. The probability of dropping or marking a packet from a particular flow is roughly proportional to that flow’s share of the bandwidth through the router. In case of CHOKe, besides the randomization method, it has a simple mechanism to approximately identify the flow rate. CHOKe checks a incoming packet with a randomly selected packet in the queue. If the two packets belong to a same flow, CHOKe identifies an estimated fast flow and drops the packet. Thus, fast flows get penalized, while slow flows get protected. AFD uses a shadow buffer and flow table to approximately estimate the sending rate of a flow. As the number of fast flows is small, AFD could be considered to be a stateless queuing scheme[52]. AFD also estimates a fair share rate of the network. If the estimated rate of a flow is faster than the fair share rate, the flow is penalized by dropping packets. Therefore, AFD performs much better than other queue management schemes in terms of fairness.
(3). Heterogeneous TCP flows over different queue sizes

The third question is why different queue sizes make different fairness behaviors over queue management schemes. To answer this question, we need to explore the relationship among queue size, loss synchronization and fairness.

Different queue sizes create different behaviors of flow loss synchronization. A small queue size may induce more loss synchronization among flows as the queue is filled up very quickly and all flows have loss events at the same time. On the other hand, a large queue size is less likely to create loss synchronization among flows. AQM schemes are able to perform their own mechanisms before the queue is filled up, which may avoid the loss synchronization.

Different behaviors of flow loss synchronization create different fairness behaviors among heterogeneous TCP flows. Loss synchronization is the instinct of TCP, which happens when two or more TCP flows experience packet losses at same short time interval. Because of the synchronized loss events, every TCP flow simultaneously decreases its congestion window (Cwnd) without any differentiation. Therefore, fast TCP variants with large Cwnd can always grow faster than slow TCP variants. Thus, loss synchronization induces unfairness.

In the following, we zoom into Cwnd dynamics of these TCP variants to take a close look at the relationship among queue size, loss synchronization and fairness.

As Figure 2.9 shows, 20% of BDP queue size can distinguish AQM schemes from Drop-tail. We first set the router queue size to 20% BDP. In Figure 2.10, we show Cwnd dynamics between 300 to 400 second on time axis for these three TCP variants. Our goal is to analyze the difference in fairness for these queue management schemes. Figure 2.10(a) shows that Drop-tail makes CUBIC flow and HSTCP flow highly synchronized. In the RED router, Figure 2.10(b) shows CUBIC and HSTCP flows are desynchronized. At different times, CUBIC flow and HSTCP flow get Cwnd drops.
Figure 2.10(c) is for CHOKe router, flows are also desynchronized. CHOKe tries to drop fast flows, and to protect slow flows. Although CHOKe drops one time at HSTCP flow at the 345th second, this is because of the instinct of mis-detection (detecting a non-high-bandwidth flow) of AQM schemes. Results for AFD router are shown in Figure 2.10(d). AFD makes more fairness than other queue management schemes. CUBIC flow is penalized because of its fast sending rate. In the figure, the line of HSTCP flow Cwnd overlaps with the line of CUBIC flow Cwnd. The Cwnd of TCP-SACK flow is also increased. In all four figures, there is no Cwnd drop on TCP-SACK flow, but on a bigger time scale, we observe that RED, CHOKe, and AFD get fewer drops at TCP-SACK flow than Drop-tail. Given these figures, we confirm that AQM schemes tend to avoid loss synchronization among TCP flows. That’s why these three
AQM schemes perform better fairness than Drop-tail when the queue size is large enough.

As Figure 2.9 shows in 1% of BDP queue size all queue management schemes have similar poor fairness behavior, we set router queue size to 1% of BDP. We get the Cwnd plot again between 300 to 400 second in Figure 2.11. This time, Figure 2.11(a), Figure 2.11(b), Figure 2.11(c), and Figure 2.11(d) show three TCP flows get loss synchronization in all four routers. The reason why AQM schemes behave like Drop-tail in small queue size is that with small queue size heterogeneous high-speed TCP flows flush the queue quickly in a high-bursty manner. Within such a short amount of time, AQM schemes consider early drops the same as tail drops. Small queue size
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**FIGURE 2.11.** Instant Cwnd for 3 TCP Flows in 300-400 Seconds (Buffer Size = 1% BDP, RTT = 120ms)
makes loss synchronization no matter which queue management scheme the router
uses and therefore, all four queue management schemes perform similar poor fairness.

Our experimental results confirm that, in case of large queue sizes, AQM schemes
achieve desynchronization among heterogeneous high-speed TCP flows, which penal-
izes the fast flows, protects the slow flows and improves fairness. With small queue
sizes, heterogeneous high-speed TCP flows become synchronized regardless of what
kind of router these TCP flows go through, which in consequence makes no different-
tiation on the flows and makes all routers behave similar in fairness.

3. Fairness: A Case for Multiple Long-lived TCP Flows

To emulate a more practical scenario, we start more flows into the bottleneck. We
simultaneously send 10 flows for each of TCP-SACK, CUBIC, and HSTCP to the
corresponding receivers. Fig 2.12 shows fairness for a total of 30 heterogeneous TCP
flows competing for 10Gbps bottleneck bandwidth. The fairness index varies from
0.65-0.95, which is more than the scenario of single flow case. Multiplexing of large
number of heterogeneous high-speed TCP flows on a single bottleneck link creates
desynchronization of the TCP flows. As a result, fairness is improved.

FIGURE 2.12. Fairness for Multiple Long-lived Flows: 10 TCP-SACK, 10 CUBIC, and 10
HSTCP flows (RTT = 120ms)
AFD still shows the best fairness performance among all queue management schemes. Heterogeneous TCP flows get 0.8 to 0.96 fairness index in all queue sizes, but still the fairness performance decreases with the queue size being small. The reason is that a larger router buffer is more likely to hold the incoming packets for all TCP flows, and therefore AFD is able to perform its mechanism to approximately estimate the sending rate of flows and to tame the unfairness.

For RED and CHOKe, if the queue size is more than 10% BDP, RED gets more fairness index than Drop-tail by 0.05 to 0.15, and the larger the buffer is the more fairness RED gets than Drop-tail does. And CHOKe further improves fairness index to RED by around 0.05. Again, when queue size is 1% BDP, RED and CHOKe perform the same as Drop-tail. Compared to the case of single TCP flow with 1% BDP in Figure 2.9, fairness index improves from less than 0.6 to more than 0.75. Although with 1% BDP buffer size, multiplexing of 30 heterogeneous TCP flows makes flow desynchronized so that fairness gets much improved. However, RED and CHOKe still do not have advantage over Drop-tail in terms of fairness. We observe the Cwnd for all 30 heterogeneous flows in 1% BDP. Unlike the case for single long-lived TCP flow, the Cwnd of 30 long-lived TCP flows this time shows desynchronized because of multiplexing. Also, RED, CHOKe and Drop-tail get similar desynchronization, which is because with small size buffer and bursty traffic, RED and CHOKe do not have adequate time to drop packets early and gently for many high-speed TCP flows.

We also see that with buffer sizes larger than 10% BDP Drop-tail starts to get fairness degradation in case of many long-lived TCP flows. The Cwnd plot for Drop-tail router shows that with buffer size set to some extent which is large enough to accommodate the incoming packets, some of the fast flows have high chance to be dropped at tail, while other fast flows can still grow without tail dropping. Thus, slow flows get lesser throughput and fairness becomes poor.
4. Fairness: A Case for Multiple Long-lived TCP Flows with Short-lived TCP Flows

Now we want to do some more realistic experiments as in high-speed optical networks. The traffic statistics of high-speed optical networks [37] show the distribution of network traffic consists of long-lived TCP flows and short-lived TCP flows. Although most of the flows are short-lived TCP flows (web browsing, small file transfers, etc.), they consume very little bandwidth. A large fraction of the traffic is sent by long-lived TCP flows, but the number of them is small. In this section, we add short-lived TCP flows along with 30 heterogeneous TCP flows into the bottleneck.

Figure 2.13 shows our results. When queue size is less than 10% BDP, we see fairness improvement than the case without short-lived TCP flows (around 0 - 0.05 fairness index). We plotted out the Cwnd graph for 30 long-lived TCP flows when short-lived TCP flows are injected with 10% BDP buffer size, and found that short-lived TCP flows induce more randomized losses for long-lived TCP flows. Thus, long-lived TCP flows get more desynchronized than the case without short-lived TCP flows. Because of randomized losses caused by short-lived TCP flows, fast flows have higher probability to be dropped. Accordingly, fairness is better than the case without short-lived TCP flows.

![Figure 2.13](image)

FIGURE 2.13. Fairness for Multiple Long-lived flows with Short-lived flows: 10 TCP-SACK, 10 CUBIC, 10 HSTCP flows, and Short-lived flows (RTT = 120ms)
When queue size is more than 10% BDP, we do not see much fairness improvement as compared to the case without short-lived TCP flows. That is because long-lived TCP flows get less chance to be impacted by the short-lived TCP flows as the queue size is large enough to hold all the packets.

Our results show that with short-lived flows, heterogeneous high-speed flows generally get more fairness. Those short-lived TCP flows make the long-lived TCP flows more desynchronized, especially when queue size is less than 10% BDP, and therefore fairness performance is improved.

5. RTT Fairness

RTT fairness is an important metric in TCP study. It measures fairness of bandwidth sharing among competing TCP flows that have different RTTs. As we know that bandwidth of a TCP flow is inversely proportional to RTT of the TCP flow. TCP flows with long RTT tend to get less bandwidth than TCP flows with short RTT flows. For end users of high-speed optical networks, it is desirable to understand the RTT fairness behavior to avoid starvation for long RTT TCP flows.

We first measure the RTT fairness for 2 homogeneous TCP flows to get a clear view of each TCP’s RTT fairness in 10Gbps high-speed optical networks. We have 2 senders, both of which send 1 same TCP flow. One flow’s RTT is fixed to 120ms, while the other’s is changed from 30ms to 240ms. We fix queue size to 20% BDP in all experiments of RTT fairness.

Figure 2.14 shows that CUBIC maintains very high RTT fairness up to 0.98. The reason is that Cwnd size of CUBIC \( W_{CUBIC} \) is according to a cubic function:

\[
W_{CUBIC} \leftarrow C(t - \sqrt[3]{W_{max}\beta/C})^3 + W_{max}
\]  

(2.6)

where \( C \) is a scaling factor, \( t \) is the elapsed time since last window reduction, \( W_{max} \) is the window size just before the last window reduction, and \( \beta \) is the decrease
parameter. Compared to Equation 2.5 of other loss based TCP variants, Cwnd growth function of CUBIC is independent of RTT and therefore, CUBIC flows with different RTTs have the same Cwnd growth rate. In order to maintain an ideally flat line of RTT fairness index, like CUBIC does, could be considered as RTT fair for TCP variants.

RTT fairness indexes of TCP-SACK and HSTCP are similar between 0.75 - 0.95, while HSTCP’s is little higher than TCP-SACK’s. The peak in Figure 2.14 indicates that two TCP flows both have 120ms RTT, and they perform fairly.

Next, we measure the RTT fairness for heterogeneous TCP flows. We initiate simultaneously 10 TCP-SACK, 10 HSTCP and 10 CUBIC long-lived TCP flows in the bottleneck link. We fix two kinds of the TCP flows’ RTT to 120ms, and change the other kind of TCP flows’ RTT from 30ms to 240ms. For example, TCP-SACK’s RTT fairness in heterogeneous TCP flows is calculated by fixing the RTTs of CUBIC and HSTCP flows to 120ms, and varying the RTT of TCP-SACK flows from 30ms to 240ms. As short-lived TCP flows can improve fairness, we measure RTT fairness for
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**FIGURE 2.14.** RTT Fairness for 2 Homogeneous TCP flows (Buffer Size = 20% BDP, RTT of one flow is fixed to 120ms, RTT of the other flow is changed from 30ms to 240ms shown on x-axis)
both with and without short-lived TCP flows scenarios to see the impact of short-lived TCP flows on RTT fairness.

Figure 2.15 shows the case without short-lived TCP flows. Figure 2.15(a) shows results for Drop-tail. If we increase the RTT of TCP-SACK flows, TCP-SACK’s RTT fairness decreases linearly. It is because that TCP-SACK is a slow TCP variant. With longer RTT, TCP-SACK flows get lesser throughput. On the other hand, with shorter RTT, TCP-SACK flows get back throughput from other fast TCP variants, and improve fairness. CUBIC keeps the RTT fairness index stable to be around 0.75. Although CUBIC is RTT independent, it still experiences poor RTT fairness behavior among heterogeneous TCP flows. If we vary the RTT of HSTCP flows, the fairness
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FIGURE 2.15. RTT Fairness for Heterogeneous TCP Flows without Short-lived flows (Two kinds of TCP’s RTTs are fixed to 120ms, the other TCP’s RTT is changed from 30ms - 240 ms shown on x-axis. Buffer Size = 20% BDP)
index varies in a range of 0.65-0.75. HSTCP’s RTT fairness is low when it has short RTTs like 60ms and 30ms. The reason is that with short RTT HSTCP flows, fast TCP variants such as HSTCP and CUBIC almost consume all of the bandwidth. Figure 2.15(b) shows RED controls the RTT fairness in a higher level than Drop-tail. RTT fairness index of TCP-SACK gets improvement up to 0.1, while RTT fairness index of CUBIC and HSTCP are both improved around 0.05. Figure 2.15(c) is for CHOKe, and its results are similar to RED. CHOKe also gets more RTT fairness than Drop-tail. Figure 2.15(d) is for AFD. AFD creates even more RTT fairness than other queue management schemes. AQM schemes again tame unfairness. Compared to RTT fairness for homogeneous TCP flows in Figure 2.14, RTT fairness for heterogeneous TCP flows becomes poor.

Figure 2.16 shows the case with short-lived TCP flows. In Figure 2.16(a) for Drop-tail, CUBIC and HSTCP get relatively stable RTT fairness index ranging from 0.7 to 0.8. TCP-SACK’s RTT fairness index is from 0.75 to 0.95, which is an improvement as compare to the case without short-lived TCP flows. Figure 2.16(b) shows RED gets similar RTT fairness as Drop-tail. Figure 2.16(c) shows CHOKe gets higher RTT fairness than the other two, and it always has 0.05 more RTT fairness index for CUBIC and HSTCP than the case without short-lived TCP flows. Again, AFD in Figure 2.16(d) shows the best RTT fairness for heterogeneous TCP flows in the presence of short-lived TCP flows. In general, short-lived TCP flows improve RTT fairness.

In summary, in 10Gbps high-speed optical networks, we firstly observe that heterogeneous TCP flows induce more RTT unfairness than homogeneous TCP flows. Secondly, CUBIC maintains its RTT unawareness, while TCP-SACK performs the worst RTT fairness. Thirdly, AQM schemes tame the RTT unfairness to some extent.
And finally, we confirm that short-lived TCP flows improve RTT fairness to some extent.

6. Link Utilization

In this section, we present link utilization results. We calculate link utilization as the percentage of total bottleneck capacity which has been utilized.

We have 3 different kinds of heterogeneous TCP flows in the bottleneck link, namely TCP-SACK, CUBIC, and HSTCP. Figure 2.17(a) shows link utilization for a single long-lived TCP flow scenario. Link utilization is improved when buffer size is increased. AFD performs the worst in terms of link utilization because AFD does a lot packet drops to ensure fairness. Drop-tail performs the best in link utilization among
all queue management schemes. Figure 2.17(b) shows link utilization for many long-lived TCP flows case. In 1% BDP, the link utilization is almost up to 85%. While Drop-tail still gets more throughput than other AQM schemes. Figure 2.17(c) is for the case of many long-lived TCP flows with short-lived TCP flows, link utilization gets further improved as compare to the case without short-lived flow except for AFD. And Drop-tail still almost always gets the highest link utilization. There is an inevitable trade-off between fairness and link utilization for queue management schemes. AQM schemes get more fairness, while Drop-tail performs the best in link utilization.

7. Fairness: A Case for Large Size High-speed Optical Networks

In this section, we evaluate the fairness behavior for a large size high-speed optical network. According to the observation of networking flow data in next generation high-speed networks [37] (Internet2), [48] (LONI), the number of long-lived TCP flows is usually not large. Therefore, we setup a considerably large networking topology
as shown in Figure 2.18 in the high-speed optical networking environment CRON. Sender1 to Sender3 each sends 8 CUBIC flows to Receiver1, creating total of 24 CUBIC flows. Sender4 to Sender 6 each sends 8 HSTCP flows to Receiver2, creating total of 24 HSTCP flows. Sender7 to Sender9 each sends 8 TCP-SACK flows to Receiver3, creating total of 24 TCP-SACK flows. Sender1 also generates short-lived TCP flows to Receiver1.

The performance of loss-based TCP flows depends on the loss point, which is the most congested point along the sending path of TCP flows. Since Router1 to Router5 all have different levels of congestion, we have to identify the most congested link to be the bottleneck link. In the topology, since all senders send TCP flows to receivers connecting to Router4, we identify the most congested link is the link between Router5 and Router4. We set corresponding queue management schemes for our experiments at the output queue of Router5.

Fairness behavior of heterogeneous TCP flows is shown in Figure 2.19. We see that AFD still outperforms other queue management schemes in all BDP conditions. CHOKE performs the second best fairness with RED following next. With more multiplexing TCP flows, fairness behavior is generally improved in all BDP conditions.

FIGURE 2.18. A Topology for a Large Size High-speed Optical Network
to previous experiments. The advantage of AQM schemes in terms of fairness still remains in large scale networks.

**8. Discussion: Fairness for Heterogeneous TCP Variants in 40Gbps, 100Gbps and beyond High-speed Optical Networks**

Assuming $C$ is the link capacity and $W$ is the congestion window size of a TCP flow. We know that to reach the full capacity of the link, time $T$ will be taken and given by:

$$T = \frac{C}{W} \quad (2.7)$$

According to our explanation in Section 2.2.4, $W$ is determined by Equation 2.5 where different TCP variants have their own parameter of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. From Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.7, when the system capacity grows larger, the time taken to reach the maximum system capacity becomes longer. Therefore, more aggressive TCP variants (with bigger $\alpha$ and smaller $\beta$) consume more and more bandwidth than less aggressive TCP variants (with smaller $\alpha$ and bigger $\beta$). Eventually, the system becomes more unfairness in presence of heterogeneous TCP flows. Previous study [56] presented challenges in 40Gbps high-speed optical networks to deploy all-optical routers with
very small buffer size. One of the challenges is fairness issue which remains open. As the system capacity grows larger, fairness among heterogeneous TCP variants must be addressed. This study suggests that AQM schemes somehow improve fairness issues among heterogeneous TCP flows to some extent, but fairness issues still depend on several networking conditions, such as buffer size, flow number, short-lived flows, system capacity, etc. We hope this study provides experimental data to further a step toward the deployment of all-optical routers in high-speed optical networks.

2.2.5 Summary

In this section, we present a comprehensive study of fairness among heterogeneous TCP variants over 10Gbps high-speed optical networks. We address the fairness behavior of heterogeneous TCP flows by investigating different queue management schemes with various queue sizes. In summary, fairness problem becomes severer in case of heterogeneous TCP flows. AFD performs the best in terms of fairness with CHOKe being the second, RED being the third, and Drop-tail being the worst. If buffer size in the router is small, say less than 10% of BDP, we observe similar fairness performance irrespective of queue management schemes. Also, short-lived flows improve fairness among long-lived high-speed optical TCP flows. RTT fairness also becomes poor with heterogeneous TCP traffic. The tradeoff between link utilization and fairness still exists in 10Gbps high-speed optical networks. Our experimental results confirm that fairness among heterogeneous TCP variants depends on router parameters, such as queue management schemes and buffer sizes. We believe this study sheds a light to experimental study of fairness issues in future high-speed optical networks. Through this study, we further motivate to gain more understanding about behavior of high-speed optical networks with heterogeneous TCP flows.
CHAPTER 3
AFCD: AN APPROXIMATED-FAIR AND CONTROLLED-DELAY QUEUING SCHEME FOR HIGH SPEED NETWORKS

In this section, we present the design, algorithm, and evaluation of an approximated-fair and controlled-delay queuing for high speed networks: AFCD.

3.1 Overview

We are highly motivated to address fairness and queuing delay issues in high speed networks. We propose an AQM scheme: Approximated-Fair and Controlled-Delay (AFCD) queuing that satisfies the requirement of high speed networks by providing approximated fairness and controllable low queuing delay. AFCD is a synergy of fair AQM design and controlled delay AQM design. The key idea of our novel AFCD queuing is to form an alliance between fairness based queuing and controlled delay based queuing. Proposed AQM uses a relatively small amount of state information to provide approximated fairness while ensuring very low queuing delay for high speed networks. AFCD achieves comparable throughput as other popular AQM schemes as well. Extensive evaluation of AFCD shows that AFCD performs well in a 10Gbps high speed networking testbed CRON [16].

3.2 Related Works

Drop-tail (DT) is the most used QM in commercial router nowadays. Packets are served in the order of first in first out. When DT queue is full, packets are simply dropped at the tail. However several studies have shown the limitations that imposed by DT. AQM scheme is suggested to eliminate those limitations. The authors in [34] compare AQM with DT and shows that AQM have a minor impact on the
aggregate performance metrics and AQM is sensitive to traffic characteristics that may compromise their operational deployment.

Random early detection (RED) [24] is an AQM scheme. Packets are dropped early and randomly before the queue is full. RED has two thresholds: min threshold and max threshold. When the exponentially average queue size is smaller than the min threshold, no packet is dropped. When the exponentially average queue size is bigger than the max threshold, all packets are dropped. When the exponentially average queue size is between min threshold and max threshold, packets are marked/dropped based on a probability which is increased linearly with the queue size. RED has its own limitations. Level of congestion and the parameter settings affect the average queue size and the throughput is also sensitive to the traffic load and to RED parameters. Various modifications have been suggested to improvise RED. DRED with multiple packet drop precedence to allow differentiating traffic based on priority [5], Gentle RED [58] with smooth dropping functions and many more.

Besides, totally new AQM schemes are also proposed in different studies such as BLUE [13] which uses packet loss and link idle events, instead of queue length, to manage congestion. Stochastic fair blue (SFB) [21] is an AQM for enforcing fairness among a large number of flows. SFB uses a bloom-filter to identify the non-responsive flows. The bloom-filter hashes the incoming packets to a hash value which stands for the flows. SFB maintains a mark/drop probability pm for each of the flows and a qlen which is the number of queued packets belonging to the flow. SFB has two thresholds: max is the maximum length of qlen, target is the desired length of qlen. If a flow’s qlen is larger than max, packets are dropped. If a flow’s qlen is smaller than max, packets are marked/dropped randomly with probability pm, meanwhile pm is adjusted to keep qlen between 0 and target. If pm of a flow reaches 1, the flow
is identified as non-responsive flow, and therefore SFB enters rate-limit function to rate-limit the non-responsive flows.

In next few paragraphs, we describe the two notable approaches namely, AFQ [52] and CoDel [50] which form the basis and background for our approach.

Approximate fair dropping queue (AFQ) [52] provides approximate fair bandwidth allocation among flows. AFQ makes the drop decision based on the sending rate of the flow. To estimate the sending rate of the flow, AFQ uses a shadow buffer and a flow table. The shadow buffer is used to sample the incoming packets. The flow table contains the packet count of the flow. AFQ estimates the flow’s rate $r_i$ and the fair share rate $r_{fair}$. $r_i$ is estimated by $m_i$ which is the amount of traffic from flow $i$ during an interval. $r_{fair}$ is estimated dynamically by $m_{fair}$, which is determined by:

$$m_{fair} = m_{fair} + \alpha (Q_{old} - Q_{target}) - \beta (Q - Q_{target})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $Q$ is the instantaneous queue length in current interval, $Q_{old}$ is the queue length in previous interval, $Q_{target}$ is the target queue length, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the averaging parameters. The drop probability of a packet from flow $i$ is denoted as:

$$D_i = (1 - r_{fair}/r_i)_+$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

If $r_i < r_{fair}$, no packet is dropped. If $r_i > r_{fair}$, $D_i$ is increased and packets are dropped based on $D_i$.

Recently proposed CoDel queue [50] provides extremely low queuing delay and aims to solve the Bufferbloat problem in the Internet. Unlike other AQM’s complicated setting of parameters, CoDel is parameterless, and works efficiently for a wide range of scenarios. CoDel calculates the packet-sojourn time at the dequeue function and keeps a single-state variable of how long the minimum packet queuing delay has been above the target value. If the packet queuing delay is larger than target for at least
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interval, a packet is dropped and CoDel’s control law is set for the next drop time. The control law sets the next drop time in inverse proportion to the square root of the number of drops happened since CoDel has entered dropping state. If the packet queuing delay is smaller than target, CoDel’s controller stops dropping.

In summary, all of these QM schemes aim to concentrate on some specific aspects of the network performance. However, none of these QM schemes provides fairness, very low queuing delay, and a considerable throughput at the same time for high speed networks.

3.3 Design of AFCD

In this section, we present the idea and mechanism behind Approximated-Fair and Controlled-Delay queuing.

3.3.1 Design Goals

AFCD has the following key design goals:

(1). Fairness: AFCD needs to provide approximately fair bandwidth allocation for the flows sharing a high speed bottleneck link. Here, the approximate fairness means the max-min fairness among long-lived flows.

(2). Minimal Queuing Delay: In addition to providing approximate fairness, AFCD needs to provide a very low queuing delay for high speed networks. In terms of queuing delay, AFCD needs to perform as well as CoDel does.

(3). Acceptable Link Utilization: Like other AQM schemes, AFCD drops packets early and gently, which makes some sacrifices in terms of throughput. Here, by throughput we mean the long term throughput achieved by the flows in the bottleneck link. We do not claim that AFCD can provide the same throughput performance as DT, but AFCD needs to have similar throughput performance to other AQM schemes.
(4). Simple Implementation: Our design of AFCD aims to facilitate fair share among flows while keeping queuing delay very low in high speed networking environment. According to the statistics of high speed networks [37], most of the network resources are consumed by long-lived bulk data transfer and the number of the long-lived flows is small. Thus, it is feasible for us to take an approach similar to AFQ’s to estimate the flow’s sending rate by using shadow buffer and flow table, which only require a very small amount of state information. When we make drop decision at dequeue function, the single-state variable of delay information is also extremely light-weighted to implement.

3.3.2 Architecture

Architecture of AFCD is presented in Figure 3.1. When a packet comes to the enqueue function of AFCD, we sample the packet based on a sample interval. As presented in AFQ [52], packet sampling is good enough for the queue to obtain enough state information to estimate the rate for long-lived flows. A shadow buffer and a flow table is used for estimating the flow’s sending rate information. The shadow buffer is used to keep the sampled packets. The flow table contains the flow’s packet count. The shadow buffer and the flow table do not need to be big, because the number of long-lived flows in high speed networks is small [37]. Thus, AFCD only maintains a small amount of flow state information. If the packet is sampled, the packet is hashed based on its flow information tuples. We update the shadow buffer and the flow table by the hash value. The packet is mapped into the shadow buffer, and the flow table is also updated by increasing or decreasing the flow’s packet count. Therefore, AFCD gets enough state information to estimate the sending rate of the long-lived flows.

After we get the flow’s approximate rate information from the enqueue function, we make the drop decision at the dequeue function based on each packet’s queuing delay. We only require single-state variables for a minimum delay within an interval
FIGURE 3.1. Functional block diagram of AFCD queuing

and a target delay for individual flow. A target delay for a flow is a threshold. Within an interval, if the minimum delay has been above the target delay of this flow, we start to make drop decision on this flow. We create formulas to calculate the target delay for individual flow based on the bandwidth share of this flow. Because AFCD makes the drop decision at dequeue function with the information of packets queuing time, AFCD controls queuing delay very accurately.

3.3.3 Design

In this section, we elaborate the design of AFCD with detailed formulas which form the dynamics between bandwidth share and latency.

With the flow table, we know flow i’s bandwidth share $m_i$ is proportional to flow i’s packet count in flow table:

$$m_i \leftarrow \text{flow}_\text{table}[i] \quad (3.3)$$

The fair bandwidth share $m_f$ can be estimated by the shadow buffer size, flow count and an averaging value of $m_f$:

$$m_f \leftarrow \frac{\text{SHADOW\_BUFFER\_SIZE}}{\text{flow\_count}} \quad (3.4)$$

$$m_f(t2) \leftarrow m_f(t1) + \alpha(Q(t1) - Q_{\text{target}}) - \beta(Q(t2) - Q_{\text{target}}) \quad (3.5)$$

where Equation 3.5 is the same as in AFQ [52]. t1 is the previous time, t2 is the current time, $Q$ is the instantaneous queue length, and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the averaging parameters.

In AFCD’s dequeue function, there is a target_delay that needs to be set by network operators the same as in CoDel[50]. Within an interval, if the minimum queuing de-
lay is higher than this target\_delay, packets are dropped. Based on this target\_delay, AFCD sets different target delay for different flows to approximately enforce fair bandwidth allocation among the flows. Flow \( i \)’s target delay target\_delay\(_i\) is a calculated value based on target\_delay for individual flow. When the minimum packet queuing delay of flow \( i \) has been above target\_delay\(_i\) for the interval, AFCD starts to drop on flow \( i \). target\_delay\(_i\) is calculated as follows.

The Cwnd (congestion window) \( W_i \) of a TCP flow \( i \) at time \( t \) can be modeled as [33]:

\[
W_i(t) = \frac{1}{R(t)} - W_i(t) \frac{W_i(t - R(t))}{2R(t - R(t))} P(t - R(t))
\]  

(3.6)

where \( R \) is the round trip time and \( P \) is the drop probability in the router.

Assuming \( Q_i \) is the queuing delay created by flow \( i \) in the bottleneck queue. \( Q_i \) can be calculated by:

\[
Q_i(t) \approx \frac{W_i(t)}{R(t)C}
\]  

(3.7)

where \( C \) is link capacity.

The penalization (drop probability) of flow \( i \) \( P_i \) is set to be proportional to the queuing delay flow \( i \) created:

\[
P_i(t) \leftarrow Q_i(t)
\]  

(3.8)

From Equation (3.6) - (3.8), the maximum sending rate of flow \( i \) \( W_{i,max} \) is bounded by:

\[
W_{i,max} \leftarrow \frac{W_i(t)^3}{R(t)^2C}
\]  

(3.9)

From Equation (3.9), the target delay of flow \( i \) target\_delay\(_i\) is bounded by target Cwnd \( W_i, target\):

\[
target\_delay\(_i\) \leftarrow \frac{W_i, target(t)^3}{R(t)^2C}
\]  

(3.10)
target\_delay is determined by $W_{i,\text{max}}$, therefore it is bounded by:

$$target\_delay \leftarrow \frac{W_{i,\text{max}}(t)^3}{R(t)^2C}$$ (3.11)

The max sending rate of flow $i$ is bounded by the estimated sending rate in enqueue function:

$$W_{i,\text{max}}(t) \leftarrow m_i(t)$$ (3.12)

The goal of AFCD is to make fair bandwidth share, therefore the target sending rate of flow $i$ is the estimated fair bandwidth share in enqueue function:

$$W_{i,\text{target}}(t) \approx m_f(t)$$ (3.13)

From Equation (3.10) - Equation (3.13), $target\_delay_i$ is calculated as:

$$target\_delay_i \leftarrow target\_delay \times \left(\frac{m_i}{m_f}\right)^{-3}$$ (3.14)

With this cubic kind function, we form a relationship between bandwidth share and latency. If flow’s bandwidth share is equal to the fair bandwidth share, flow’s target delay is the target delay. If flow’s bandwidth share becomes lower than the fair bandwidth share, flow’s target delay becomes much higher than the target delay, and therefore packets from the slow flows are not dropped. If flow’s bandwidth share becomes higher than the fair bandwidth share, flow’s target delay becomes much lower than the target delay, and therefore the fast flows are penalized.

A packet from flow $i$ is dropped because the queuing delay has exceeded $target\_delay_i$ for at least interval. Then AFCD controller dequeues next packet from the queue, and sets the next drop time which is decreased in inverse proportion to the square root of the number of drops since the last dropping state. Until the queuing delay of a packet from flow $i$ is lower than $target\_delay_i$, AFCD stops dropping.
3.3.4 Algorithm

A pseudo code of AFCD algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The Linux kernel code implementation can be found at \(^1\).

In the algorithm, AFCD maintains a shadow buffer *shadow_buffer* and a flow table *flow_table*.

In enqueue function, AFCD samples packet by using *sample_packet()*. Then AFCD calculates hash value *afcd_hash* for sampled packets and updates *shadow_buffer* and *flow_table* correspondingly by the hash value *afcd_hash*.

In dequeue function, AFCD calculates the target delay of flow *i target_delay[i]* and the minimum queuing delay *minimum_queueing_delay* within interval *interval*. Then AFCD makes its drop decision.

---

**Algorithm 1  Algorithm of AFCD**

shadow_buffer[SHADOW_BUFFER_SIZE]
flow_table[FLOW_TABLE_SIZE]

**function** AFCD_QDISC_ENQUEUE
  
  if *sample_packet()* then
    Calculate hash for packet, *afcd_hash*
    Use *afcd_hash* to update *shadow_buffer*
    Use *afcd_hash* to update *flow_table*
  end if
  
  do_enqueue()

**end function**

**function** AFCD_DEQUEUE
  
  Calculate hash for packet, *afcd_hash*
  Use *afcd_hash* and *flow_table* to calculate target delay of the flow *i target_delay[i]*
  
  while within interval, minimum_queueing_delay > target_delay, do
    qdisc_drop()
    Dequeue next packet
    Schedule next drop time
  end while

  Stop drop

**end function**

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/AFCD-Linux/afcd-source
3.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate AFCD carefully, and compare AFCD to other related QM schemes such as DT, RED, SFB, CoDel, and AFQ. We conduct various experiments to emulate various scenarios in high speed networks.

We setup a dumbbell networking topology in a 10Gbps high speed networking testbed CRON [16] as shown in Figure 3.2. All servers and links in the topology have 10Gbps capacity. The bottleneck queue is the output queue of Router1, where we set the queue management schemes. Three pairs of Senders and Receivers run a modified Linux 2.6.34 kernel, and are used to transfer TCP/UDP flows by using Zero-copy Iperf [78]. Two routers run a modified Linux 3.6.6 kernel, which supports all related Linux queue disciplines including newly developed CoDel. The 10Gbps hardware emulator is used to accurately emulate propagation delay. We initially set the propagation delay in the hardware emulator to be 120ms. Queue size in the bottleneck queue is set to be 100% of bandwidth-delay product (BDP).

In CRON, we did system tuning for 10Gbps high speed networking environment as described in [76, 74]. In addition, we implement AFQ and AFCD queue disciplines in Linux kernel as well as user-space tc command. For AFCD, we have initial setting of parameters as CoDel [50]. \textit{target\_delay} is set to 5ms and \textit{interval} is set to 100ms. \textit{target\_delay}, will be calculated by AFCD algorithm.

![FIGURE 3.2. Dumbbell experimental topology with 10Gbps environment](image-url)
We set the parameters of queue management schemes as shown in Table 3.1. Settings of RED and SFB in 10Gbps environment are chosen according to previous studies [76, 74]. We set typical parameters for CoDel [50] and AFQ [52], with which parameters of AFCD are set accordingly.

### 3.4.1 1 CUBIC Flow and 1 TCP-SACK Flow

We first send 1 CUBIC flow from Sender1 to Receiver1 and 1 TCP-SACK flow from Sender2 to Receiver2. The experiment ran for 300 seconds. Figure 3.3 shows the results of throughput and delay for all QM schemes. Figure 3.3(a) shows DT, RED, and CoDel have serious unfairness when CUBIC and TCP-SACK are competing each other in a 10Gbps high speed bottleneck. SFB alleviates unfairness a little, but TCP-SACK still gets much less throughput. AFQ and AFCD show a good fairness performance, where CUBIC and TCP-SACK have almost the same throughput. Figure 3.3(b) shows the maximum queuing delay created by all the QM schemes. DT creates extremely

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Queue</th>
<th>Parameter Setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>queue size 100% BDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>queue size 100% BDP&lt;br&gt;qth&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;: 0.2; qth&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;: 0.8&lt;br&gt;avpkt: 9000; max&lt;sub&gt;P&lt;/sub&gt;: 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFB</td>
<td>queue size 100% BDP&lt;br&gt;dropping probability increment/decrement: 0.00050/0.00005&lt;br&gt;Bloom filter: two 8 x 16 bins&lt;br&gt;per-flow target: 1.5/N of total buffer (N: number of flows)&lt;br&gt;maximum packets queued max: 1.2 x target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoDel</td>
<td>queue size 100% BDP&lt;br&gt;target&lt;sub&gt;delay&lt;/sub&gt;: 5ms, interval: 100ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFQ</td>
<td>queue size 100% BDP&lt;br&gt;SHADOW_BUFFER_SIZE: 2000&lt;br&gt;SAMPLE_INTERVAL: 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCD</td>
<td>queue size 100% BDP&lt;br&gt;target&lt;sub&gt;delay&lt;/sub&gt;: 5ms, interval: 100ms&lt;br&gt;SHADOW_BUFFER_SIZE: 2000&lt;br&gt;SAMPLE_INTERVAL: 500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 3.3. 1 CUBIC and 1 TCP-SACK: performance of QM schemes when 1 CUBIC flow and 1 TCP-SACK flow are competing at the 10Gbps bottleneck, Propagation Delay = 120ms, Queue Size = 100% BDP

high queuing delay. RED, SFB, and AFQ all create a queuing delay larger than 15ms. CoDel and AFCD show an extremely low queuing delay compare to other QM schemes, which is less than 1ms.

We see that AFCD performs the same as AFQ in terms of fairness, while AFCD performs the same as CoDel in terms of delay. To get a clear view of why AFCD has such kind of performance, we plot out the instantaneous congestion window (Cwnd) and instantaneous RTT of DT, CoDel, AFQ, and AFCD in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4(a) and 3.4(e) show the performance of a DT QM scheme. DT makes unfairness between CUBIC and TCP-SACK, and a very high queuing delay. Figure 3.4(b) and 3.4(f) show that CoDel makes unfairness between CUBIC and TCP-SACK, but CoDel keeps an extremely low queuing delay. 3.4(c) and 3.4(g) are for AFQ. AFQ, on the other hand, treats CUBIC and TCP-SACK fairly, but AFQ makes some queuing delay.

As shown in 3.4(d) and 3.4(h), AFCD makes approximated fair between two different TCP flows as well as low queuing delay. AFCD estimates the sending rate of the flows and sets different target delay for different flows based on the sending rate of the flows, and therefore both fairness and very low queuing delay are achieved. In case of AFQ and AFCD, there is a peak of bursty traffic at the beginning of the traffic,
FIGURE 3.4. 1 CUBIC and 1 TCP-SACK: instant congestion window size and delay for different QM schemes. 1 CUBIC flow and 1 TCP-SACK flow are competing at the 10Gbps bottleneck, Propagation Delay = 120ms, Queue Size = 100% BDP.
which is because that AFQ and AFCD need some time to gain the state information of the flows.

### 3.4.2 1 CUBIC Flow and 1 UDP Flow

Next we start 1 CUBIC flow from Sender1 to Receiver1 and 1 UDP flow from Sender2 to Receiver2 simultaneously. The experiment also runs for 300 seconds. The UDP flow is a non-responsive flow sending at a speed of 10Gbps. Figure 3.5 shows throughput and delay performance of the QM schemes. In Figure 3.5(a), DT, RED and CoDel all have serious unfairness. CUBIC flow barely gets any bandwidth, but UDP flow consumes almost all of the bandwidth. SFB, AFQ, and AFCD make fairness between CUBIC and UDP. SFB has an improvement in fairness performance compared to Section 3.4.1 because of its instinct to detect non-responsive flows. Figure 3.5(b) shows that DT, RED, SFB, and AFQ all make different degrees of large queuing delay, but CoDel and AFCD keep the queuing delay less than 1ms. This test shows that AFCD works well in the presence of non-responsive flow.

### 3.4.3 3 Flows Case: 1 CUBIC, 1 HSTCP, and 1 TCP-SACK Flow

In this section, we mix 3 of the most popular TCP variants [77] in the bottleneck. 1 CUBIC flow, 1 HSTCP flow, and 1 TCP-SACK flow are transferred between the 3
pairs of senders and receivers respectively. We run the experiments 5 to 7 times, and get the results in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6(a) shows AFQ and AFCD get the highest Jain’s fairness index, while DT, RED, and CoDel perform bad in terms of fairness. In terms of queuing delay as shown in Figure 3.6(b), CoDel and AFCD keep the delay very low, while DT gets the highest delay. Figure 3.6(c) is the result of throughput. AFCD performs almost the same as RED and AFQ.

3.4.4 Many Multiplexed Heterogeneous TCP Flows

We increase the multiplexing of long-lived TCP flows in this test. 10 CUBIC, 10 HSTCP, 10 TCP-SACK flows are mixed in the 10Gbps bottleneck link. Figure 3.7 shows the performance of the QM schemes in case of increased multiplexing. Figure 3.7(a) shows fairness performance is improved in all QM schemes because of the multiplexing. AFQ and AFCD still get the highest fairness among all QM schemes. Figure 3.7(b) is the delay results. CoDel and AFCD still create the least queuing delay. Figure 3.7(c) shows AFCD has similar throughput performance to SFB and CoDel.

3.4.5 Reduced RTT

We reduce the delay in the hardware emulator to be 60ms in this test to see the performance of AFCD with smaller propagation delay. We get the result in Figure 3.8. Because of the reduced RTT, all performances are improved compared to that
FIGURE 3.7. Many multiplexed heterogeneous TCP flows: performance of queue management schemes in 10Gbps high speed networks 10 CUBIC, 10 HSTCP, and 10 TCP-SACK flow, Propagation Delay = 120ms, Queue Size = 100% BDP of Section 3.4.4. Figure 3.8(a) shows AFQ and AFCD make more fairness than other QM schemes. Figure 3.8(b) shows CoDel and AFCD have the least queuing delay among all QM schemes. Figure 3.8(c) shows AFCD has throughput performance as good as other AQM schemes.

3.4.6 With Short-lived TCP Flows

To test the performance of AFCD in a more realistic high speed networking environment, we evaluate the QM schemes with both long-lived and short-lived TCP flows going through the queue. We add a pair of sender and receiver, and use Harpoon traffic generator [62] to create two-way short-lived TCP flows in the bottleneck link. The inter-connection times from Harpoon TCP client to Harpoon TCP server follow exponential distribution with 1 second of mean. The request file sizes follow Pareto distribution with alpha=1.2 and shape=1500. Figure 3.9(a) shows AFQ and AFCD
still perform better in terms of fairness. Figure 3.9(b) shows CoDel and AFCD still maintain very low queuing delay. Figure 3.9(c) shows AFCD has similar throughput performance to other QM schemes in the presence of short-lived TCP flows.

3.4.7 CPU and Memory Usage

To see the complexity and scalability of AFCD, we show the CPU and memory usage of AFCD on the router. The workstation running Linux software router is Sun Fire X4240 Server with 2x AMD Opteron Model 2384 2.7GHz quad-core processor and 8 GB (4 x2GB) DDR2-667 memory. We ran htop on the router and calculated the average values of CPU usage per core and memory usage within 300 seconds of experimental run. The results are based on the scenario of with short-lived TCP flows in Section 3.4.6. As shown in Figure 3.10(a), AFCD has similar CPU usage as other queue management schemes. Memory usage on the router is shown in Figure 3.10(b). AQM schemes all get much smaller memory usage than Drop-tail queue. AFCD shows very small memory usage.

3.5 Conclusion of AFCD over High Speed Networks

AFCD uses very small amount of state information of flows to approximately estimate the flows’ sending rate when packets are enqueued. When packets are dequeued, AFCD uses a single-state variable to calculate a target delay of the flow and makes drop decisions for different flows based on the target delay of the flow. We evaluate
FIGURE 3.10. CPU and memory usage of queue management schemes: 10 CUBIC, 10 HSTCP, 10 TCP-SACK flow, and short-lived TCP flows, Propagation Delay = 120ms, Queue Size = 100% BDP

the performance of AFCD in a 10Gbps high speed networking environment. Overall performance of AFCD is superior among its peers in various scenarios. In terms of fairness, AFCD performs as good as AFQ. Heterogeneous flows get approximated fair bandwidth share over AFCD. In terms of queuing delay, AFCD controls queuing delay to be very low, which is as good as CoDel. Also, AFCD gets comparable throughput performance to other AQM schemes.
CHAPTER 4
FALL: A FAIR AND LOW LATENCY QUEUING SCHEME FOR DATA CENTER NETWORKS

In this section, we present the design, algorithm, implementation, and evaluation of a fair and low latency queuing for data center networks: FaLL.

4.1 Overview

We propose FaLL, a novel high performance queuing scheme for data center networks that has following features that are inline with the stringent requirements on the performance of data center networks:

(1). Fairness: FaLL provides fair bandwidth sharing among competing flows by addressing issues such as TCP outcast, multi-tenant issue, etc.

(2). Low Latency: FaLL provides a very low queuing delay and addresses latency related issues in data center networks, such as TCP incast, queue buildup, buffer pressure, etc.

(3). High Link Utilization: Compare to other solutions in data center networks, FaLL also provides the same or better link utilization to its peers.

(4). Ease of deployment: FaLL is a queuing scheme for data center networks therefore, no server side change is required and it makes it easy to deploy and manage for data center operators. Through experiments we show that FaLL provides high network efficiency even with regular TCP at end servers in data center networks.

FaLL utilizes an efficiency module to ensure low latency and a fairness module to enforce approximate fairness among competing flows while achieving high throughput. FaLL drops packets based on a single state variable of target delay of individual
flows and in doing so, FaLL requires very small amount of state information keeping
the memory overhead very low. Through rigorous experiments on a real high speed
networking testbed, we show that FaLL outperforms its peers significantly in variety
of network conditions.

4.2 Related Works

In this section, we aim to describe some most promising approaches organized in
categories based on the target network locations of those solutions. We first introduce
the related works and then list the pros and cons of these works.

4.2.1 End Servers and Switches

DCTCP (Data Center TCP) [2] is a congestion control mechanism for data center
networks. DCTCP uses ECN from the switch to adjust the sending rate of servers.
DCTCP provides a very high link utilization the same or better than traditional
TCP. DCTCP maintains a very small queue size in switches, and therefore controls
the latency at minimum. DCTCP requires that servers run DCTCP congestion con-
trol and switches support ECN mechanism. Widely used operating systems have not
supported DCTCP yet.

HULL (High-bandwidth Ultra-Low Latency) [3] is a further step of DCTCP to
trade a litter bandwidth for an extremely low latency. HULL employs DCTCP in
servers and Phantom queues in switches. HULL also uses packet pacing to overcome
the high burstiness. HULL requires changes of hardware or software both in servers
and switches.

4.2.2 End Servers

Seawall [59] runs on a virtualization layer on servers and addresses fairness issues
by a network bandwidth allocation scheme. However, the authors also stated that
Seawall alone may not maintain a low queuing delay unless corporate with DCTCP when the switch supports ECN.

4.2.3 Switches

Although most solutions described here are not specific to data center networks, for fair comparison and completeness of the proposed work, we choose to mention them.

RED (Random Early Detection) [24] is an AQM (active queue management) scheme which drops or marks packets early and randomly before the queue is full. The probability of dropping or marking is proportional to queue size. RED avoids congestion in switches and maintains a smaller queue size than drop-tail queue. Some studies suggest RED also alleviates fairness issues to some extend [76], but there is still way to go to improve on latency and fairness issues.

AF-QCN (Approximate Fairness with Quantized Congestion Notification) QCN [55] is a congestion control mechanism running inside switches. AF-QCN [42] makes an extension to QCN for fair bandwidth share among multi-tenants in data center networks. AF-QCN requires no modification on QCN sources and a little modification on QCN switches. To enforce fairness, AF-QCN employs AFD (Approximate Fair Dropping) algorithm [52]. However, the latency issues have been overlooked in AF-QCN.

Codel[50] is a recently proposed AQM scheme that controls queuing delay at an extremely low level in the Internet. CoDel is parameterless and easy to deploy in switches. Codel monitors the packet sojourn time in the queue and keeps a single-state variable of how long the minimum packet queuing delay has been above a target value. If the queuing delay of a packet is longer than the target value for at least an interval, the packet is dropped. Although Codel works well in controlling delay, Codel does not aim to solve fairness issues.
PIE (Proportional Integral controller Enhanced) [54] makes random drops on congestion to control bufferbloat in the Internet. Like in Codel, PIE uses queuing delay to determine the congestion level and maintains low latency. PIE is also deployable to data center networks. However, PIE has not been extended to ensure fairness issues.

There are also several fair queuing [61] based solutions FQ_Codel [19] and FQ_PIE [54] trying to bring fairness into corresponding AQM schemes by classifying different flows into different queues. However, this requires huge amount of state information of flows, and therefore it is not scalable in large scale networks.

AFCD (Approximated-Fair and Controlled-Delay) [75] is a recently proposed AQM scheme to provide approximated fairness and controlled low queuing delay for high speed networks. The design of AFCD combines approximated fair queuing (AFD) and controlled delay queuing (Codel). AFCD uses small amount of state information to estimate the sending rate of flows. AFCD then calculates the target delay value for individual flow by estimated sending rate of the flow. If the packet queuing delay is beyond this individual target delay value, the packet is dropped. However, the design of AFCD targets at high speed networks which carry much less network traffic and dynamics than data center networks. Thus, it is critical to design a novel AQM scheme based on the traffic nature of data center networks.

4.3 Design Overview of FaLL

In this section, we elaborate the design of FaLL: a Fair and Low Latency queuing scheme for data center networks.

Figure 4.1 shows the general architecture of FaLL.

The enqueue function estimates the sending rate of a flow. When a packet comes into the enqueue function, FaLL samples the packet based on a sample interval. FaLL maintains a shadow buffer to keep the sampled packets and a flow table to
count the flows. Recent proposals [52, 42, 75] have acknowledged that this sampling and counting method works well in various scenarios in large scale networks. Recent studies on traffic pattern in data center networks [43, 7] also presented that long-lived flows won’t last for long in data center networks (e.g. more than 80% of the flows last less than ten seconds). Thus, the shadow buffer and the flow table in FaLL do not need to be big. FaLL only maintains a small amount of flow state information.

In Dequeue function, FaLL runs two detached modules: efficiency module and fairness module.

The efficiency module is used to trade minimum latency for optimally maximum throughput. Unlike the Internet or high speed networks, traffic in data center networks are heavily mixed and exhibit dynamic changes [43, 7]. With this observation, FaLL utilizes a global_target_delay parameter which dynamically adjusts itself according to the network conditions, such as flow number, queuing delay etc. We measure the packet queuing delay accurately by recording packet enqueue time and packet dequeue time. Whenever the minimum packet queuing delay within an interval has been above
the *global_target_delay*, FaLL proceeds to possible packet drops (see Codel [50] and AFCD [75] papers where this approach for estimation of queuing delay works pretty well).

It is to be noted that the key difference between FaLL and Codel/AFCD is that FaLL dynamically changes the target value according to the network dynamics. This mechanism is inline with the observation that a link with \( N \) flows requires buffer sizing no more than \( (C \times RTT)/\sqrt{N} \), where \( C \) is link capacity and RTT is round trip time [4]. Using this minimum buffer size, FaLL estimates *global_target_delay* to achieve high throughput.

The fairness module is designed to enforce bandwidth fair share among all competing long-lived flows. After getting *global_target_delay*, FaLL computes individual target delay *target_delay* \( i \) for individual flow \( i \). Within an *interval*, if the minimum packet queuing delay of flow \( i \) has been above the *target_delay* \( i \), flow \( i \) will be penalized by a dropping probability. We have formulas to calculate *target_delay* \( i \) based on the estimated sending rate of flow \( i \) and *global_target_delay* (detail in Section 4.4). The formulas allow faster flows to have less *target_delay* \( i \) and slower flows to have more *target_delay* \( i \), and therefore FaLL enforces fair bandwidth share among flows.

### 4.4 Algorithm

In this subsection, we present the detailed algorithm and explain the mathematical basis behind our proposal.

#### 4.4.1 Enqueue Function

The enqueue function of FaLL is similar to other AFD-based solutions [52, 42, 75]. Considering flow \( i \) exists in the FaLL queue, the bandwidth share of flow \( i \) is \( m_i \). \( m_i \) is proportional to the packet count of flow \( i \) in flow table:

\[
m_i \leftarrow flow\_table[i]
\]  

(4.1)
With above equation, the fair bandwidth share $m_f$ can be estimated by the shadow buffer size, flow count and an averaging value of $m_f$:

$$m_f \leftarrow \text{SHADOW\_BUFFER\_SIZE} / \text{flow\_count} \quad (4.2)$$

where SHADOW\_BUFFER\_SIZE is the shadow buffer size, and flow\_count is flow count in the flow table. Apply $m_f$ to an averaging value [52]:

$$m_f(t2) \leftarrow m_f(t1) + \alpha(Q(t1) - Q_{target}) - \beta(Q(t2) - Q_{target}) \quad (4.3)$$

where $t1$ and $t2$ are the previous time and the current time respectively, $Q$ is the queue length at current time, and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the averaging parameters.

### 4.4.2 Efficiency Module

Since the network traffic in data center networks show dynamic changes [43, 7], it is impractical to set a fixed target\_delay like in Codel and AFCD to control the delay.

Previous study on sizing router buffers [4] found when $N$ TCP flows multiplexed together on a single bottleneck link, the buffer $B$ needed for these long-lived or short-lived TCP flows is no more than:

$$B = (C \times \text{RTT}) / \sqrt{N} \quad (4.4)$$

where $C$ is data rate of the link and RTT is round trip time. With this minimum buffer size needed and the link rate $C$, we know that the minimum queuing delay $D_{\text{min}}$ created by buffer $B$ is:

$$D_{\text{min}} = \text{RTT} / \sqrt{N} \quad (4.5)$$

We set global\_target\_delay as $D_{\text{min}}$, meaning we trade this minimum queuing delay for an optimally maximum throughput. Only if the minimum queuing delay within an interval has been above this global\_target\_delay, FaLL proceeds to possible drops.

$$\text{global\_target\_delay} = D_{\text{min}} \quad (4.6)$$
global_target_delay is set dynamically according to the network dynamics such as number of flows, delay, etc.

4.4.3 Fairness Module

After getting global_target_delay, we calculate target_delay, which is the target delay of individual flow i. Whenever the minimum packet queuing delay of flow i has been above the target_delay for an interval, FaLL may start to penalize flow i. Next we present the guidelines to set target_delay.

Previous study [33] has summarized a behavior model of a TCP sender:

\[
W_i(t) = \frac{1}{RTT(t)} - W_i(t) \frac{W_i(t - RTT(t))}{2RTT(t - RTT(t))} P(t - RTT(t)) \quad (4.7)
\]

where \(W_i\) is the Cwnd (congestion window) of flow i, \(t\) is current time, and \(P\) is the drop probability.

With flow i in the bottleneck queue, we know that the queue is occupied by flow i by \(Q_i\) and \(Q_i\) can be calculated by:

\[
Q_i(t) = \frac{W_i(t)}{RTT(t)} - C \quad (4.8)
\]

Queuing delay created by flow i \(D_i\) is:

\[
D_i(t) \approx \frac{W_i(t)}{RTT(t)C} \quad (4.9)
\]

We set the penalization of flow i according to the queuing delay flow i created:

\[
P_i(t) \leftarrow D_i(t) \approx \frac{W_i(t)}{RTT(t)C} \quad (4.10)
\]

where \(P_i(t)\) is the drop probability of flow i. From Equation (4.7) and Equation (4.10), the maximum sending rate of flow i \(W_{imax}\) is bounded by:

\[
W_{imax} \leftarrow \frac{W_i(t)^3}{RTT(t)^2C} \quad (4.11)
\]
Using Equation (4.11), we know the target delay of flow $i$ which is used to get target Cwnd $W_{itarget}$ for flow $i$ is bounded by:

$$
target\_delay_i \leftarrow \frac{W_{itarget}(t)^3}{RTT(t)^2C} \quad (4.12)
$$

We calculate $global\_target\_delay$ in Section 4.4.2. $global\_target\_delay$ is determined by $W_{imax}$, therefore it is bounded by:

$$
global\_target\_delay \leftarrow \frac{W_{imax}(t)^3}{RTT(t)^2C} \quad (4.13)
$$

We know that according to the estimation of flow sending rate in Section 4.4.1, the max sending rate of flow $i$ is bounded by the estimated sending rate:

$$
W_{imax}(t) \leftarrow m_i(t) \quad (4.14)
$$

Our goal is to make fair bandwidth share, therefore the target sending rate of flow $i$ needs to be the estimated fair bandwidth share:

$$
W_{itarget}(t) \leftarrow m_f(t) \quad (4.15)
$$

Using Equation (4.12) - Equation (4.15), we calculate $target\_delay_i$ as following:

$$
target\_delay_i \leftarrow global\_target\_delay \left(\frac{m_f(t)}{m_i(t)}\right)^3 \quad (4.16)
$$

With Equation (4.16), we know that if the sending rate of a flow is equal to the estimated fair sending rate, $target\_delay_i$ is equal to $global\_target\_delay$. So this flow will not be penalized. If the sending rate of a flow is slower than the estimated fair sending rate, $target\_delay_i$ is much higher than $global\_target\_delay$, thus this slow flow will not be penalized. If the sending rate of a flow is faster than the estimated fair sending rate, $target\_delay_i$ is much lower than $global\_target\_delay$, thus this fast flow will be penalized.
A pseudo code of FaLL algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. In Enqueue function, FaLL runs sampling method to update shadow_buffer and flow_table. In Dequeue function, FaLL first estimates sending rate $m_i$ and fair rate $m_f$. Then FaLL utilizes an efficiency module and a fairness module to calculate global_target_delay and target_delay_i. Finally, FaLL makes its drop decision.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of algorithm of FaLL

```plaintext
function FALL_QDISC_ENQUEUE
    if sample_packet() then
        Calculate hash for packet, fall_hash
        Use fall_hash to update shadow_buffer and flow_table
    end if
    do_enqueue()
end function

function FALL_QDISC_DEQUEUE
    Calculate hash for packet, fall_hash
    Use fall_hash and flow_table to estimate $m_i$ and $m_f$
function EFFICIENCY_MODULE
    Calculate global_target_delay
end function
function FAIRNESS_MODULE
    Use global_target_delay to calculate target_delay_i
end function
function DROP_DECISION
    while in interval, min_qdelay > target_delay_i do
        gdisc_drop()
        Dequeue next packet
        Schedule next drop time
    end while
    Stop drop
end function
end function
```

4.5 Experimental Evaluation and Discussion

In this section, we present the experimental evaluation of FaLL in a data center networking environment. We compare FaLL to other congestion control mechanisms such as DCTCP. Also, we compare FaLL to other AQM schemes, such as RED, Codel,
FIGURE 4.2. Experimental topologies: Y-shape (top) and Tree topology (bottom). All nodes, switches, and links have 10Gbps capacity

and AFCD. We show that FaLL outperforms its peer AQM schemes in terms of both fairness and latency. FaLL also has same or better link utilization among its peers.

4.5.1 Experimental Setup

Our experimental evaluation consists of two networking topologies: a Y-shape topology and a tree topology as shown in Figure 4.2. Both networking topologies are set up in a 10Gbps high speed networking testbed CRON [16].

All servers, switches, and links in both Y-shape topology and tree topology have 10Gbps capacity [74].

The servers and switches are high-end Sun Fire X4240 machines. The servers run a Linux 2.6.38.3 kernel with a patch of DCTCP. We use Zero-copy Iperf [78] to transfer long-lived TCP flows and Harpoon traffic generator [62] to generate short-lived TCP flows. The default TCP is CUBIC except experiments of DCTCP.

The switches run a Linux 3.6.6 kernel which supports newly developed Codel AQM scheme. We implemented AFCD and FaLL modules in Linux 3.6.6 kernel as well as user-space tc command. The buffer size in the switches is 1MB.

Each experiment runs 5 to 7 times. We show the average results. The detailed experimental setup for all solutions is shown in Table 4.1.
TABLE 4.1. Experimental setup for all solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions</th>
<th>Server Side Setup</th>
<th>Switch Side Setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCTCP</td>
<td>Linux 2.6.38.3 kernel with DCTCP patch; $\text{min}_rto = 1\text{ms}$</td>
<td>Patched RED: both the low and high thresholds set to $K (K = 20)$, mark packets based on instant queue length, instead of average queue length. Enabled ECN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>CUBIC TCP $\text{min}_rto = 1\text{ms}$</td>
<td>$\text{min} = 0.2; \text{max} = 0.8; \text{probability} = 0.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codel</td>
<td>CUBIC TCP $\text{min}_rto = 1\text{ms}$</td>
<td>Linux 3.6.6 kernel; $\text{target}_\text{delay} = 1\text{ms}; \text{interval} = 5\text{ms}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCD</td>
<td>CUBIC TCP $\text{min}_rto = 1\text{ms}$</td>
<td>Linux 3.6.6 kernel with AFCD module; $\text{target}<em>\text{delay} = 1\text{ms}, \text{target}</em>\text{delay}_i$ dynamic calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaLL</td>
<td>CUBIC TCP $\text{min}_rto = 1\text{ms}$</td>
<td>Linux 3.6.6 kernel with FaLL module $\text{global}<em>\text{target}</em>\text{delay}$ and $\text{target}_\text{delay}_i$, both dynamic calculation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.2 Results of Y-shape Topology

We first use Y-shape topology to simultaneously send 6 TCP flows from s1 to r1 and 1 TCP flows from s2 to r1. The experiment runs 10 seconds.

(1). Fairness: TCP outcast

In this scenario, a large set of flows (flow 1 to flow 6) compete with a small set of flows (flow 7). Also, we have very small TCP $\text{min}_rto$ in senders. Therefore, TCP outcast may induce unfairness among competing flows.

Figure 4.3 shows the throughput of 7 flows. We see that Drop-tail (Figure 4.3(a)) and RED (Figure 4.3(b)) create TCP outcast problem, where small set of flows (flow 7 in this case) have throughput starvation. DCTCP (Figure 4.3(c)) solves TCP outcast problem because DCTCP maintains a very small queue size and therefore there is no port blackout [57]. Codel (Figure 4.3(d)) shows unfairness among competing flows. AFCD (Figure 4.3(e)) and FaLL (Figure 4.3(f)) show a fair behavior among competing flows, thus solve the TCP outcast problem.
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(2). Queuing delay and throughput

Figure 4.4(a) shows results of averaging queuing delay in switch1. Drop-tail and RED create huge queuing delay (1600 - 1800 \( \mu s \)), whereas DCTCP, Codel, AFCD and FaLL control delay very well and have low queuing delay as 800 - 1000 \( \mu s \).

Figure 4.4(b) shows total throughput of 7 flows. DCTCP and FaLL both have very high throughput (up to 9.8Gbps) similar to Drop-tail and RED. Codel and AFCD have relatively low throughput because of inappropriate packet dropping in a data center networking environment.
4.5.3 Results of Tree Topology

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of FaLL in tree topology where s1 to s9 send TCP flows to r1. We evaluate various scenarios including with short-lived flows, without short-lived flows, multiplexed flows, and different flow start time. We choose Jain’s fairness index as fairness metric for results of fairness. Latency results is shown as average queuing delay of the switch. We also show link utilization of the bottleneck link. By default, all experiments run for 10 seconds.

(1). Without short-lived flows

We first send 1 long-lived TCP flow each from s1 - s9 to r1 without any short-lived TCP flows. Results of fairness, latency, and link utilization is as follows:

Figure 4.5(a) shows DCTCP and FaLL get the highest fairness among 9 competing long-lived TCP flows. Figure 4.5(b) shows DCTCP, Codel, and FaLL all get very low queuing delay. Figure 4.5(c) shows DCTCP and FaLL both get high link utilization better than other AQM schemes and similar to Drop-tail.

(2). With short-lived flows

Now we send many short-lived TCP flows from s8 to r1. Other senders still each sends 1 long-lived TCP flows to r1. The size of short-lived TCP flows is Pareto
distributed with a mean of 10KB and a shape parameter of 1.1. This kind of short-lived TCP flows represent the common dynamic flows in data center networks [42].

Figure 4.6(a) shows DCTCP and FaLL again get the highest fairness. Figure 4.6(b) shows DCTCP, Codel, and FaLL still get very low queuing delay. Figure 4.6(c) shows FaLL gets similar link utilization to other peer solutions.

(3). Multiplexed flows

We now increase the multiplexing of long-lived TCP flows. s8 still sends many short-lived TCP flows to r1. Other 8 senders each sends 5 long-lived TCP flows to r1. So total of 40 long-lived TCP flows compete for the 10Gbps bandwidth.

Figure 4.7(a) shows DCTCP and FaLL again get the highest fairness. Figure 4.7(b) shows DCTCP and FaLL both get very low queuing delay. Figure 4.7(c) shows FaLL gets a high link utilization similar to Drop-tail.
(4). Different flow start time

To increase the the dynamics like in data centers, we start long-lived TCP flows at different times. We first start s1- s4 each sending 5 flows to r1. After 10 seconds, s5, s6, s7 and s9 each sends 5 flows to r1. s8 still sends many short-lived TCP flows to r1. The experiment runs for 20 seconds.

Figure 4.8(a) shows FaLL achieves the highest fairness. Figure 4.8(b) shows FaLL gets the lowest queuing delay. Figure 4.8(c) shows FaLL gets very high link utilization similar to Drop-tail.

Because FaLL adjusts its parameters according to the dynamics of networking environment, Fall shows better performance in case of a dynamically changing networking environment. Moreover, all the single-state variables make sure FaLL remains efficient.
4.6 Conclusion of FaLL over Data Center Networks

We present the design of FaLL, an AQM scheme to address the performance requirements of data center networks. FaLL runs inside the data center switches and requires no changes in the servers. This approach makes FaLL easy to deploy and manage. FaLL utilizes very small amount of state information to estimate flow sending rate. Through an efficiency module and a fairness module, FaLL achieves performance requirements on data center networks imposed by contemporary evolution of data center networks: low latency, fairness, and high throughput. Through experimental evaluation, we show that FaLL achieves superior performance among its peers in various traffic conditions and scenarios. In the future, we plan to implement FaLL in 10Gbps NetFPGA to improve the performance of FaLL.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this study, we first present two experimental evaluation of the performance issues over 10Gbps high speed networks: an experimental study of the impact of queue management schemes and TCP variants on 10Gbps high speed networks and a study of fairness among heterogeneous TCP variants over 10Gbps high speed networks. Two critical performance issues are found: inter-protocol unfairness and large queuing latency.

We then propose AFCD queuing scheme which provides approximated fairness and controlled queuing delay over high speed networks. AFCD approximately estimate the sending rate of flows by maintaining very small amount of state information. When packets are dequeued, AFCD uses a single-state variable to calculate an individual target delay of the flow and makes drop decisions based on the individual target delay. Performance evaluation of AFCD over high speed networks shows AFCD is superior among its peers in various scenarios. AFCD enforces approximated fair bandwidth share with a very low queuing delay.

We also present the design of FaLL, a Fair and Low Latency queuing scheme to address fairness and latency issues of data center networks. FaLL runs only inside the data center switches and requires no changes in the servers, which makes FaLL easy to deploy and manage. By using an efficiency module, a fairness module, and a target delay based dropping mechanism, FaLL achieves following goals: low latency, fairness, and high throughput. Through experimental evaluation in a real testbed, we show that FaLL achieves superior performance among its peers in various traffic conditions and scenarios over data center networks.
In the future, we plan to optimize the algorithm of AFCD and FaLL to get better performance in high speed networks and data center networks. We also plan to implement the AFCD and FaLL algorithm in 10Gbps NetFPGA board.
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